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University Center 
expected to boost 
local developntent 
Students, retail necessary for area's growth 
By Mark W. Anderson 
Associate Editor 
In many respects, the area 
around Columbia can be seen 
as a neighborhood in transi-
tion: Huge retail projects are 
being built on the area's south-
ern edge, the northern bound-
ary is coalescing around an 
academic corridor, and a resi-
dential property explosion 
continues unabated. 
In light o f all this acti vity. 
what many planners and 
Columbia is currently riding a 
wave of construction and 
activity that looks to change 
the way the neighborhood 
works and the way people see 
it. and the superdorm itself is 
both a reflection and cause of 
that change. 
''I think Superdorm is going 
to change the whole South 
Loop," said Alicia Berg, vice 
president of campus environ-
ment. "For years, the area has 
been dominated by parking 
lots. and Wabash Avenue and 
I 
Columbia freshman Dominique Dov Vemard (left) argues with a police officer responding to calls 
placed by security April 22 in the Wabash Campus Bu1ld1ng, 623 S. Wabash Ave. , after a f1ght 
erupted following a talent performance. Vemard told The Chronicle he was trying to break up the 
fight. 
Gunshots reported at Columbia observers think is necessary now is a solid anchor to pull 
all of these disparate strands 
together into a cohesive whole. 
State Street have been places 
where you wouldn' t necessari-
ly walk to. So plopping down 
I, 700 students on that corner is 
going to be transformative." 
0 College ~fficials are investigating a fight that started after performance Enter the "Superdorm." 
Otherwise known as the 
University Center of Chicago, 
the 461-unit building opening 
up on the corner of State Street 
and Congress Parkway this 
August means more than just a 
new place for nearly I ,700 stu-
dents to live-it is also part 
and parcel of the current 
rebirth of Chicago's South 
Loop. 
Ave., placed calls to the police show, which eventually spilled 
By Andrew Greiner and Scott Carlson department, and reported gun- out in front of the building. 
News E<itQIS shots and gang activity after the The spokeswoman said that 
Reports of gunfire brought at "Biggest Mouth" event, a police when police arrived on the scene, 
A collaboration between 
three separate schools-
Columbia, Roosevelt and 
DePaul universities-the 
superdorm stands as a clear 
symbol of the role the South 
Loop is playing in Chicago's 
continued prominence as an 
academic center. 
least nine police cars to a student spokeswoman said. College offi- the fight stopped and the crowds 
talent show in at a Columbia cials said the incident is under scattered. No suspects were 
building April 22, according to a investigation. arrested, and no damage was 
spokeswoman from the Chicago The calls were made in reported. 
Police Department's News response to a fight, that reported- According to one witness at the 
Affairs Department. ly broke out during a talent show scene, the scuffle started at 
College officials said the ~nci- in the Hokin Gallery. The event approximately 9:20 p.m. when 
dent is under investigation. was stalled after two individuals two men started pushing each 
With the addition of Robert 
Morris College, also on the cor-
ner of State Street and Congress Security officeiS)n the Wabash allegedly started fighting at the 
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash See Big Mouth Page 3 
Long an area that has seen 
its share of boom and bust 
cyc les, the area around See South Loop Page 38 
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A league of her own 
0 Team says female baseball player displays 'heart, soul , talent and desire ' for the game 
By Andrew Greiner 
News E<itor 
Boys play baseball and girls play 
softball , right? Well, if that's the 
case, then Mimi Hall is just one of 
the guys. 
Hall, a freshman film major at 
Columbia, plays hardball. She is a 
reserve second baseman for the 
Columbia club baseba ll team, the 
Coyotes. 
Hall is the first woman on the 
Columbia team in its four-year histo-
ry. But she is not intent on making a 
social statement by playing on a 
men's team. Hall said she tried out 
because of a love for the game. 
Commentary 
Trolling for 
Columbine answers 
Page 17 
" I love everything about baseball; and since then she said she has only 
the exhilaration of the game, making taken one year off from playing 
contact with the ball, sliding into either softball or baseball. 
base, the whole experience is enjoy- "I used to play outfield and third, 
able for me," Hall said. but now I play second," Hall 
Coyotes' coach, Anthony ~said. She fancies herself as a 
Piccoli, said, " [She's] actual- utility player. " Put me in 
ly got a better arm than a cou- somewhere and I know how 
pie of guys on the team. I to play it." 
won't name names, but they SI'OATS Howard Schlossberg, the 
know who they are." team's faculty adviser, said he 
Hall said she comes from an athlet- didn't even know there was a woman 
ic family. Her father played high on the team until he spotted her in a 
school and college ball, her brother doubleheader against Northwestern 
runs cross-country and a minor University, where she played in both 
league team once scouted her uncle. games. 
Hall 's ball career started early. She "She made a couple of good defen-
began playing softball in first grade, See Baseball Page 6 
A&E City Beat 
A how-to guide ... with A local 
interesting schematics neighborhood 
gets a face lift 
Page23 Page39 
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If everyone drove like me ••• 
33 Crossword Puzzle 
Off the Blotter 39 
38/40 City Beat 
I f Andy Rooney lived in Chicago, he would tell you that Chicagoans 
walk as bad as they drive. 
At the Jewei-Osco near my apart-
ment, people have lost their internal 
common courtesy barometer-you 
know, that long-forgotten concept of 
helping little Ukrainian women lift 
their Clorox bleach off the top shelf or 
apologizing when you cut someone off 
rounding the cereal aisle. 
For the record, I always pause at the 
end of the aisle, then tum with an 
unnaturally wide radius to allow anoth-
er cart to do the same in the opposite 
L...;.::_..::.:._ __ ;.20:.:.....:_~ ..::.:...~..::.:..........::; __ ...:_~• direction. It's called being courteous. 
MONDAY My mom calls being courteous 
0 The Center for Instructional Technology presents a "being Christian." I just call it being 
free workshop for Columbia staff and faculty, "Indesign," in courteous. 
Room 416 of the Wabash Campus Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave. j When my little brother was a signifi-
The center offers a variety of workshops open to all cantly littler brother, he flipped off my 
Columbia staff and faculty. To reserve a seat in any of them, mom one day in the kitchen. 
call (312) 344-7334. "Where'd you learn that?" mom 
TVmiDAY said. 
0 The Center for Teaching Excellence and Columbia's "Well," Colin started, ''remember 
Television Department presents a seminar for faculty mem- that time that asshole cut dad off com-
bers, ''Teaching Inclusively ill: Engagement and Equity in ing out of church?'' 
the Classroom." I tend to be a little more "Christian" 
The seminar, which features faculty members Joe when 1 get cut off. But it's being tested 
Berlanga of the Television Department and Lillian Williams constantly. 
of the Journalism Department, explores strategies to help Perhaps the most frustrating situa-
teachers use ideologies of media literacy and cultural stud- lion for the "right of way" driver is the 
ies to enhance their understanding of popular media. four-way intersection. It seems 
The seminar takes place in Room II 07 the South Chicagoans have a particularly difficult 
Campus Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave., from II :45 a.m. time conquering a maze of stop signs, 
to 2:15p.m. tum signals and right turns. God forbid 
-IDAY there's a pedestrian. 
0 The Wednesday Screening Series presents "The Best "When more than one driver reaches 
of Alternative Forms," including experimental films, music I a faur-way stop intersection . .. the ftrst 
videos and video art by students in the Film and Video driver to stop should be the first to go," 
Department and Chicago-based filmmaker/musician, Mark says the illinois secretary of state's 
Hejnar. "Rules of the Road'' booklet "When 
The student screening begins at 6 p.m. and Mark Hejnar two vehicles on different roadways 
appears at 8 p.m. in Room 302 of the 1104 Center, 1104 S. arrive at a four-way stop intersection at 
Wabash Ave. I the same time, the vehicle on the left 
TIIUR8DAY 
0 The 30th anniversary season of Columbia's Dance 
Center concludes with the world premiere of "Walking 
With Pearl," by Brooklyn-based performing ensemble, the 
Urban Bush Women. The show is based on the life and wale 
of Pearl Primus, an African-American dancer am social activist. 
The performance begins at 8 p.m. at The Dance Center, 
1306 S. Michigan Ave. Tickets cost $5 for Columbia stu-
dents and $20 to $24 for most other patrons. For more infor-
mation, call (312) 344-8300. 
FRIDAY 
0 Due to demand, the Proficiency Exam for 
Foundations of Computer Applications will be offered 
again from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30p.m. 
The exam, which allows students to test out of the FOCA 
class, is designed for students who are already proficient 
using computers for productivity programs. 
For more information on the test, visit the Academic 
Computing Department in Suite 400 of the Wabash Campus 
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
0 Ted Allen, food and wine expert of Bravo's TV show 
"Queer Eye for the Straight Guy," will speak at a program 
on food writing, sponsored by Columbia's Journalism 
Department. 
The program, "Food Revue: A Conversation about Food 
Writing and Criticism," will also feature a panel of local 
editors, writers and chefs moderated by Allen, including 
Carol Haddix, food editor of the Chicago Tribune; Scott 
Hume, managing editor of Restaurants & Institutions; Art 
Smith, Oprah Winfrey's personal chef; and Pat Bruno, 
restaurant critic for the Chicago Sun-Times. 
The event, which runs from 10 a.m. to I p.m., will be held 
at the Chicago Hilton and Towers, 720 S. Michigan Ave., in 
the third floor 's Waldorf and Astoria Rooms. Admission is 
$25. To make a reservation, call (312) 344-8541. 
1HI 
COU.JM.l&I!A ClHlllONR<ClLlB 
If you have an upcoming event or 
announcement, call The Chronicle's 
news desk at (312) 344-7255 or 
e-mail chronlcle@colum.edu. 
Welcoming commltt .. 
• The Office of the Vice President 
of Student Affairs announced the addi-
tion of Norman Alexandroff to the 
Division of Student Affairs staff us 
director of student communications. 
Alcxandroff, an alumnus who grad-
uated with a bachelor's degree in jour-
nalism in 1984, will be responsible for 
providing ediloriul guidance for com-
munications mude by the Office of 
Student Affairs und wil l usslst In edil-
ing publications geared toward stu· 
dents. 
should yield to the vehicle on the 
right." 
Taxicabs are exempt. So are police 
in police cars. Street sweepers as well. 
Lake Shore Drive is a nightmare, 
too. I can't seem to understand why 
people drive in the right hand lane-
the same lane where people coming 
onto the drive are speeding up and 
nearly crashing in to the guardrail. Oy 
vey! 
In Canada, motorists religiously 
observe the "pass on the left" concept 
on freeways. In Illinois, drivers driving 
in the passing lane face a $79 fine. 
Then there's the left tum from a left 
tum lane. If there's no green arrow, I 
wait patiently about 5 yards from the 
middle of the intersection. Too far, and 
you're blocking the intersection for the 
guy turning in the other left tum lane. 
Not enough, and there's a chance you 
won't make the light. 
In California, most intersections with 
a left tum lane also feature a green 
arrow. In Chicago, arrows are rare, 
which explains why most motorists 
react to them as if reading Sanskrit. 
When I get the green arrow, I gun it 
through the intersection--giving more 
people the chance to get through the 
light. I haven't gotten a ' 'thank you" 
yet. 
Another problem is the left tum out 
of a driveway onto a busy street. I 
avoid it at all costs. Instead of causing 
a headache for my fellow motorists, I 
generally opt for making a right tum, 
then doubling back on a side street to 
complete the original tum. Turning 
around in a driveway is also an option, 
though it's technically known as "loop-
ing." 
When I was a little kid, my white-
haired grandmother, Louann, got 
'MayDay!' on May Day 
• Sandi Chaplin, a faculty mem-
ber in the Film and Video Department, 
will showcase text and image paintings 
in the "MayDay! MayDay!" exhibition 
at Stirred, a Phantom Limb Art Studio, 
7011 N. Glenwood Ave. 
An opening reception for the exhibit 
is scheduled for May I at 7 p.m. 
Look out, ch••-heads 
• On April 17, Columbia's Coyotes 
baseball team lost against DePaul 
University at 12-2 and won 7-1 against 
the team later that day. Columbia's 
Brad Bruntyn and Nick Treadway each 
hit two homeruns in game two and 
Bruntyn homered in the first game, set-
ting team records for homeruns in one 
game and a doubleheader. 
On April24 and 25, the Coyotes will 
go on the road to play the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and UW-
Madison. 
Film & VIdeo alumni updates 
• April 30 marks the premiere of 
a special Chicago screening of Dot, an 
Internet start-up comedy directed by 
alumnus Simeon Schnapper and star-
ring alumni Steve Walker and Michael 
Mizarro. The Biograph Theatre, 2433 
N. Lincoln Ave., hosts the fllm until 
Mny6. 
• HBO has ordered another 12 
episodes of "Deadwood," which 
means ulumnu Beth Morgan will also 
be back ns the show's ussistunt cos-
tume designer. 
• Beth Barnette of the graduating 
cluss of 2003, Is the second assistant 
editor on the fi lm The Mmador, star-
ring Pierce 13rosnun und Orc11 Klnncnr. 
pulled over for "looping" when I was 
in the car. It was very traumatic. 
Louann also frequently slows down to 
look at traffic accidents. 
If you listen to WBBM-AM much, 
"rubber-neckers" such as Louann are a 
big problem on expressways when 
there's an accident. Motorists slow 
down to get a peek at the wreck, caus-
ing a brake light chain reaction for 
miles. 
It's a similar problem in Columbia's 
lobbies. 
Every day in the lobby and just out-
side the doors of the Wabash Campus 
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., there's 
a horde of people standing around. Just 
standing there leaning against the win-
dows. They should be reading The 
Chronicle. 
Such impromptu conversations 
cause a logjam of people. 
I've been trapped many a time when 
some of my peers decide to have a chat 
in the doorway. Common courtesy says 
these folks should converse some-
where else. Anywhere else. 
I sound like Andy Rooney. 
And while I'm at it, let me explain 
how to get in an elevator: Just wait 
Pick an elevator, any elevator, and 
wait. There's no psychology, no tech-
nique. Don't push and shove. Just 
stand by the doors, allow the other 
people to exit, then enter. 
And don't pack yourself inside, 
either. I've had one too many face-fulls 
of backpacks in my four years at 
Columbia. The fact that Columbia's 
security guards have to supervise our 
entrance onto the elevators ("10 only!" 
one always says) is patently offensive. 
And while I'm at it, let me tell you 
why I don't like chocolate chip cook-
ies ... 
-<:coates@chroniclemail.com 
• Alumnus Brian Kalata has been 
hired by Warner Brothers as assistant 
location manager for Ocean's 12, star-
ring George Clooney, currently filming 
in Chicago. 
A II rorccnsts provided by 
AccuWcathor.com 02004 
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~dents see~ 'R~' Online campus tour 
With web radio station - ded high ks 
0 Sophomore broadcasts show out of basement a wa"V mar 
Bv Usa Balde and from American Idol "crap': to 
Managing Editor Christina Aguilera ... naked!, 
It might seem unorthodox for - Red Bar Radio seemingly touts 
any other radio talk show duo to more than the basic radio fare. 
suddenly throw a reporter on the David and Galperin pledge to 
air without her knowledge, espe- their audience-which has esca-
cially if that reporter was sched- lated to 50,000 listeners through-
'uled to profile their show. out the world, according to the 
But not for part-time graphic hosts-that both sides of every 
designer Mike David and story will be reported on their 
Columbia sophomore Ron show. As opposed to other main-
Galperin, front men for Red Bar ·stream radio news shows, they 
Ron Galperin, Columbia 
sophomore and radio 
personality. 
Radio, a new online radio show 
that's steadily gaining_popularity 
among the 20-something demo-
graphic, the hosts said. _ 
During a seemingly standard · 
_ inter,y_i<;W. . , wi.lh , . Qayid an<! 
Galperin April 21, it was nothing 
short of shocking when they said 
that the interview was being 
broadcast live on their show. 
Maybe it isn' t surprising then 
that Red Bar Radio started five 
months ago as a joke. 
It began as two minutes of ban-
ter between David, 21, and 
Galperin, 20, linked on the web-
site for their production compa-
ny, Red Bar Productions. Just 
like their current show, ihe series 
of short snippets demonstrated 
the quick-witted comments about 
daily news headlines that David 
and Galperin are now known for. 
As the two-minute "rants" they 
posted online received more 
interest, so did the idea for a 
,longer radio show encompassing 
the same, generally political-
focused ideas. 
And so David and Galperin 
launched Red Bar Radio, a daily, 
hour-long webcast of top news 
stories; entertainment headlines 
and hot button political issues-
just as 20-- and 21-year-olds see 
them. 
- The story goes that the two 
men met each other back in the 
"good ol'" days of high school 
five years ago. -Perhaps it wasn't 
clear at the time, but years later 
this teenage friendship would 
spawn a career in producing ·and 
radio-jobs that other kids their 
age only -dream about. 
They started their own produc-
tion company from scratch, nam-
ing it "red bar" after a too-long: 
to- tell-in-one-interview story 
about their first documentary 
production of a "crazy person 
who kept saying ' red bar."' 
The radio station after the same 
name grew from there. 
From George "Howdy Doody" 
Bush to ignoring Ralph Nader 
told The Chronicle that Red Bar 
goes the extra distance to actual-
ly say the things that people are 
thinking about. 
"That's the stuff we're talking 
about ... [the things] that people 
don't commonly see on the news 
... what realistic people are say-
ing," David said. 
Tagged as ~·realistic talk for the 
stable-minded person," the show 
sets out to put a logical spin on 
issues in the media so listeners 
can make logical decisions about 
the news. 
"We want to have o ur audience 
feel like part of a conversation," 
said Galperin, a graphic design 
major who came to Columbia 
straight out of high schooL -
But no matter hqw · liberal-
minded Red Bar's topics can get, 
don't call the hosts' politics liberaL 
"There's no- reason to pi' k a 
group to be in," David said. "Just 
open your mind and make ration-
al decisions about politics." ' 
The broadcast, recorded out of 
Galperin's basement in ,Lake 
Zurich, IlL , used to be kno~n as 
the free speech radio net.;ork, 
which five months ago, summed 
Mike David, graph ic designer 
a nd rad io persona lity. 
up the duo's efforts just fine. 
Then a guest on a past show 
started spewing condolences 
about terrorism while on the air, 
and David and Galperin discov-
ered firsthand that free speech 
means all speech, even hate 
speech-something that neither 
host condones. 
After five. months of online 
radio play and a few tag line 
changes, the show is taking off. 
According to David, the hosts 
get upward of 100 e-mails a day 
from an 18- to 35-year-old demo-
graphic, criticizing, . applauding 
and questioning the duo's efforts. 
"How many radio show hosts 
.. . are 21 years old" David said, 
" rather than some 42-year-o ld fat 
guy?" 
David and Galperin said they 
think Red Bar is different 
because it's more than just spin-
ning modern-day songs and talk-
ing about music. 
See Radio Page 6 
0 Success of 'virtual campus tours' may lead to online departmental visits 
By Scott Carlson 
Nev.s Edtor 
A virtual to ur of Columbia's 
campus garnered a January 2004 
Four Star Virtual Tour Awar-d 
from a website that hosts a col-
lection of online college tours. 
An editorial board made up of 
prospective students, • parents 
and college. admi nistrators 
select\!d Columbia's interactive 
tour for a top honor among a 
pool of 12 candidates avai lable 
at www.campustours.com. 
Chris Carson, president of 
Campus Tours Inc., the compa-
ny that owns the website, said 
the selection process recognizes 
schools with distincti ve tours. 
Carson said the tours that possible," Carson said. " I think 
receive four-star awards come our editors c learly fe lt tha t 
fro m colleges that not only Columbia College 
offer informatio n on the~ Ch icago's tour cap-
academic and athletic pro- tured the artistic flai r 
grams, but al so showcase of the Columbia 
the social interaction that College student." 
students can expect to find - TlCHHOLOCY Carson said that 
on the campus. because of the increas-
Accardi ng to Carson, 
Columbia 's vi rtual tour was 
awarded four stars because of its 
generous focus on student work, 
which Carson said emphasized 
the college's message of -student 
arti sti c activities. 
"What we try to do is look for 
institutions that give as good a 
perspective on that institution as 
ing importance of online college 
tours, the focus on student work 
in Columbia's to ur was a partic-
ularl y s mart move. College 
websites and virtual tours, he 
said, are generally one of the 
first things, if no t the very firs t 
thing, that prospective students 
see from an institution. As a 
See Virtua l To u rs Page 8 
Big Mouth Continued from From Page 
other on the street outside the 
doors o f the Wabash Campus 
Building. 
The fight escalated when one 
of the men pushed the other into 
a parked car on Wabash Avenue. 
Columbia security guards did not 
try to break up the fight, witness-
es said. 
As a crowd .gathered, the fight 
moved south on Wabash Avenue 
and eventually to the corner of 
Wabash and Balbo Street, just 
south of George's Cocktail 
Lounge, 646 S. Wabash Ave. 
At that point police vehicles 
arrived at the corner. The police 
spokeswoman said that ihe police Andrew J. Scotvrhe Chronicle 
initia lly ·received mul tiple calls Police respond to calls made concerning violence after a stu-
that shots were fired at the scene. dent talent show performance April 22. Police officia ls said the 
crowd d isp_ursed once they arrived. 
At' least two of the calls came Sharod Smr'th, a senr'or busr·- I · 'd h II ' 12 from the college's four security ate y rnsr e t e co ege s 
officers at the scene. ness major at Columbia, set up South Loop buildings. Inc idents 
Dominique Dov Vernard, a the event, which he said differs outside of Columbia buildings, 
freshman audio arts and from the mo nthly open-mic such as the April 22 incident, fall 
acoustics major at Columbia, night. He said "Biggest Mouth" under the jurisdiction of the 
said he tried to break up the ,----------------, Chicago Police Department. 
fight. It is unclear whether the As reported in the April 19 · 
two unidentified men were "Whenever you get a 7ot of edition of The Chronicle, police 
Columbia students, although people together, there is a responded to two call s outside 
Vernard did indicate that the possibility for someone to Columbia's Residence Center. 
event draws crowds from area say something. '' · 731 S. Plymouth Court , April 6 
colleges. and 8. One call reportedly 
Vernard, who said he fre- -Justin Kulovsek, invo lved a person with a gun. 
quently attends the mo nthly Student Government College officials refused to 
open-mic night event, said that AssQciation president speak openly about the incident. 
such fights are common during \ · saying only that an investigation 
and after "Big Mouth." But, he was in place. 
said that he did not hear any was a schoolwide talent show, Ashley Winston, a res ident 
shots fired. and the contestants were selected adviser in the college 's 
Micki Leventhal, Columbia's through an audition process. Residence Center, said that she 
director of media relations, also Around 85 percent of the 250- thinks Columbia's security offi -
said that no shots were fired . person crowd was Columbia stu- cers are not sufficiently prepared 
Mark Kelly, vice president of dents, Smith said . for violent incidents. 
Student Affairs at Columbia, said "Whenever you get a lot of "They just need to be trained 
that an investigation is underway people together, there is a possi- for the worst case scenario," said 
and that early evidence suggests bility for someone to say some- Winston, a j unior theater major 
that the two men were Columbia thing," said president of Student who has lived in the dorms for 
students. Kelly said the school Government Association, Justin the past two years. 
will continue to follow up on the Kulovsek. "And whenever there Winston questioned how the 
inc ident, and deal with it accord- is a communication gap, there is college handles incidents like the 
ingly. a possibility for violence." April 22 fight. 
Julie Caffey, assistant director The April 22 incident raises "They don't want it to look 
of C-Spaces, who puts on the continued issues about safety on bad . .. . Then don' t have it look 
monthly "Big Mouth" events, -Columbia's campus. Columbia's bad," Winston said . 
said that even though there are security guards are contracted College offic ials gathered 
students from other colleges fre- employees of SDI security and April 23 to discuss the fight, 
-quently in attendance, there is must undergo 20 hours of train- although The Chronicle was not 
usually no trouble. ing at a state-licensed school. permitted to attend the meeting. 
"Students can bring friends," SDI Security Inc., headquarters As of press time no school 
Caffey said . "[But] someone with for Columbia's security had no security officials returned phone 
the friends must have a val id record of the incident. calls from The Chronicle. 
Columbia College ID." Columbia's security officers -Chris Coates colllributed to 
only have jurisdiction immedi- this report. 
4 April 26, 2004 
Your registration time slot for the Fall semester can be obtained by going to the Register for 
Classes Screen on OASIS (under ex-Enrollment). Follow the instructions to see what your 
registration time will be. Time slots are based on the number of cumulativ~ credit ·hours you have 
earned. An e-mail with your Fall registration time slot, and other registration information, wil l also be. sent. 
Your OASIS e-mail login format is as follows: 
Firstname.Lastname 
Example: Joseph.Smith would be your full e-mail login 
Your e-mail password is the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU 
change it). Remember, changing your password in OASIS does NOT change your e-mail 
password, and vice versa. If you have problems logging into your e-mail account, please 
contact the Student OASIS Help Line at 312-344-7788. 
Continuing Students, degree-seeking, (who have not previously registered) Wed., Sept. 15 - Fri., Sept. 17 
vif'.l%_0 Rfl!sirario~ian stude*'rfts 1~6~~~ng degree-seeking & students at large) Mo'f\:;-c:ep''l:\26l'ftt.;"i~r)l~'B . 
"'• ~_2;t;:: ;}:>} ¥- ~·~~ ·$.-..w-«. ~ . -~ -dk .... . ~-t' ~~t:_; _ '" ~~~ 
Late Registration, (all students including degree-seeking & students at large) Mon., Sept. 27 - Sat., Oct. 2 
Orientation for new freshman and transfer students will be in July/ August. 
Students who owe an unpaid balance cannot participate in registration. Check your OASIS course and 
fee statement for your current balance. Please contact the Student Financia l Services Office at 
312-344-7140 or e-mail sfs@colum.edu to resolve any unpaid balance. 
Meet with your faculty advisor for an advising clearance In advance 
of the registration dates. Contact your major department for 
specific Information. 
ooet's 
• R~CE\VED 4 
APR 2 7 200~ · · w reckless. com ww . 
~ ~OlUMBIA COLLEGE LIBRARY 0 R D s 
RECKLESS REC 
BUY • SELL • T~ADE 
SELL US YOUR USED CDS, 
LPS, DVDS & VIDEO GAMES 
FOR FAST AND EASY CASH 
OR STOR T 
. in the lobby every IVjonday at 12:30 PM 
' , >. :,;· •;: 'i ;»-- ¥.;0·: -, _;. 
The fo/lowi(Jfl events qua/ity·forRecltal Atte!Jdf!nce 
· ·::-:2::,;..._: • 
Mon: A~ril 26,"' 
. ' ;: - .. . 
Emilie Pe~: Hollywood S,tyle "· · 
Student vocalist performs i " / .,~6:00 PM.· 
' 
. .......... . . _, __ (-'·' 
Tues. ARril 27 • ' ·;;;;, .. 
. ,_ - '{ . ~ ~~4~ %· Student Concert·senes· 
&~::: 
Your Campus Drug Store. Since 1985 
Burts B~es, Paul Mitchell, Ben & Jerry' s, Kiss My Face, To.m's of 
Maine, Root Candles, Crista!, Grey Goose, Arizona ICe Tea, 
Goose Island Brewe ry, Luna & 'Cliff Bars, Greeting Cards, Stamps, 
Rolling Papers & Smokes, Capital Brewery, Soda Pop, 
Film & Batteries, and MUCH MORE. 
PRE~CRIPTJONII ox OFF 
6 Campus News 
\ (,, 
Shoes hang as part of 'Eyes Wide Open,' a multimedia exhibition of the Iraq war. Each 
shoe is tagged with the name, rank, age and home state of soldiers who have died in duty. 
The exhibit, presented in the Hokin Gallery in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 ,S. 
Wabash Ave., closed April 23. '" . 
Radio Conlinuedfrom Page 1 
Plus, they don't care if their 
thoughts offend anyone .. 
Web radio broadcasts, such as 
Red Bar Radio, have gained. 
attention from mainstream audi-
ences within the last four years, 
according to a study by Arbitron, 
a media ratings recorder. 
According to the study, called 
Internet and Multimedia 12: The 
Value of Internet Broadcast 
Advertising, the . Internet audio 
audience has doubled during that 
time. 
Nearly 40 percent of Internet 
users have listened to a webcast-
ed radio station, the study report-
ed. 
The trend comes at a good time 
for David and Galperin, who are 
currently lo;oking for advertisers 
and a manager to help further the 
show. 
But Red- Bar's success also 
comes in the middle of heated 
debates surrounding the Federal 
Communications Commission's 
charges about a la~k of "decency" 
on the radio. 
Of course, David and Galperin 
aren't concerned about that either. 
"I think it all comes down to 
[people] don't want those talk 
shows that question what they' re 
doing," David said. "They don't 
want the ~eneral public to have a 
different opinion than they do." 
David and Galperin think 
recent FCC charges against morn-
ing show shock jocks Eric 
"ManCow" Muller and Howard 
Stem are ploys to get stations to 
conform with what government 
officials want. And if the FCC 
can't legally find anything wrong 
with the radio show, they'll find 
Baseball Continued from FronJ Page 
sive stops behind second, and 
she damn near got a hit," 
Schlossberg said. "She knows 
what to do o ut there. She hus-
tles." 
"She ha& heart, soul, talent and 
desi re," he said. 
Hall &aid she doesn' t want 10 
stand out bec ause she is a 
woman. S he said she hopes to 
cuntribute to the team . And 
-though ~he would like more 
playing time and possibly a 
~tart i ng ~pot, she understands 
her current rule on I he team. 
"1. ' eryone contri butes to the 
whulc. rr tomeone doe~n 'l do 
thei r job, it could throw orr the 
wtwlc team," Jfall said. 
"She knows Jhat she won'Jgel 
,,, play rnuch, ju~t like a lot or 
guy~ oro the team. It'• a Jeam 
and ~ Ir e'~ u lea rn player," 
C11yotes ' catcher Chri s 
Schroeder tald . "I IJutl anyone 
wrll11r~ llr fla y their <luc~ out here 
are going to get to play." 
"Mimi is usually the first 
reserve I put in .... She's patient, 
she's been on time to every prac-
tice and every game," Piccoli 
said . "The fac t that Mimi stays 
around shows that she really has 
the heart to play." 
In one preseason scrimmage. a 
ball hit Hall after she sto le sec-
o nd base. Everyo ne ran over to 
check if she was all right. She 
responded to her team's con-
cerns by stea ling third base on 
the subsequent play, she said. 
" It 's like Brnd Bruntyn fthe 
lcam· ~ power hitting l'irsl hasc-
manJ suys: ·rr you wannu piny 
wi lh the big boys, you huvc to be 
treated like o ne of Jhe hig 
boys,"' flail suitl. 
But beltlg one or the ,II UYH 
means more lhon Ju•t solid piny 
o r1 the field ; it is about bondin11 
with I he teu rn , Hull suld she jolnH 
the guys every time they visit 
something, David said. 
"Who is this show offending?" 
David said. "Who is it really 
offending? The chi ldren?'' 
For now, David and Galperin 
plan to do the show as usual, 
along with running the produc- . 
·tion company, going to school, 
keeping part-time jobs and main-
taining other commitments. 
They are looking for two other 
people-preferably Columbia 
students-to be on the show with 
them. Any interested students 
who think they're dedicated and 
energetic enough to share a 
microphone with the original Red 
Bar hosts should inquire through 
www.redbarradio.com. 
There's also a phone number 
li st~ for inquiries on the site. 
But be careful-you might just 
end up. on the show. 
their favorite hangout, Hooters. 
She also said she conforms to 
standard ballplayer behavior. 
"I can't say I've ever had my 
ass slapped - ac tually never-
but I can spit out dirty talk just 
as fu st as the rest of the guys 
can," flail suid. " It's ull in good 
fun ." 
llall su id she's not sure if she 
will sluy Ul Columbiu fur the 
whole four yeurs. But if she 
docs , she plnns to pluy for the 
Coyotes fo r I he ent ire time. 
Schlossberg suid there is defi -
nile ly u trend ucross the count ry 
of' women competing In men's 
sports- " look ut II!OI fcrs J 
i\nnlku Sorensturn und Michelle 
Wle," he said . 
" fM indJ is notn rule anodul fill' 
wornc rr ul Colurnbln, but I dnrr 't 
know who Is," Schlossherl! snld. 
"She IK 1111 c~urr1 plc of' how l'ur 
hcnrlnnd desire cn n lnk o you," 
April 26, 2004 
Film teachers win 
state art fellowships 
0 Faculty productions win respect, financing 
twice, I probably wouldn't have 
Bernadette Blcek applied." 
Staff Writer Griffith said she expects to 
Columbia's Film and Video apply the fellowship award 
Department came up big in toward production of a short 
February's Artist Fellowship experimental narrative film on 
Awards, presented by the n migrant . laborers, or 
Ill inois Arts Council. toward a documentary on 
Faculty members C.A. women of olor cultural 
Griffith , Wenhwa Ts'ao workers. 
and Ted Hardin all won . "This documentary in 
awards for work in their · Flll progress features a con-
fie ld . versation between 
The lAC awarded Griffith and Professor Davis and .a grass 
Ts'ao fellowships in the amount roots community activist Yuri 
of $7,000, while Hardin fini shed Kochiyama, on po litical culture 
as a finalist and received $700. and the priso.n industrial com-
The lAC considered 550 plex ," Griffith said of the tenta-
artists,. in which only 49 were tively tilled "Angela Davis 
awarded fellowships and 27 ·. Project." 
placed as 'finalists. · . Davis, a professor at 
, The lAC was created by the University of California, in 
Illinois General ·Assembly in Santa Cruz, is recognized 
1965 to help p~omote the growth throughoui the world for her 
of the arts in Illinois. The lAC continued po litical activism in 
does this by providing financial battling oppression. She was 
and technical support, which is imprisoned in the early 1970s 
funded by the Illino is State because o f her beliefs and mem-
Legislature and the National bership in the Communist Party. 
Endowment for the Arts. When she was acquitted in 1972, 
According to. the lAC's web- she continued to fight for prison-
si te , fellowship awards "provide ers' rights, accord ing to the 
suppo rt in a ll .disciplines to University of California's web-
Ill inois artists o f exceptional site. 
ability, in recognition of their Kochiyama has been champi-
outstanding work within their o ning civil rights for more than 
field . Awards are based upon the 40 years . S he also has suppo rted 
quality of works submitted and political prisoners, as. ~ell as 
the evolving professional protested racial inequality. After 
ac~omplishments of the appli- the bombing of Pearl Harbor, 
cant." Kochiyama experienced · racism 
Doreen Bartoni, dean of the firsthand. While living t in 
School of Media Arts, said each California, her famil y, as wel~as 
of the instructors deserves the many other Japanese families, 
recognition she said they are all were denied citizenship and 
incredibly accomplished film - imprisoned in internment camps. 
makers. • , ·: Aftec her release she devoted her 
Griffith su~itted a sample lif~ !O:combating racism, accord-
reel containi excerpts from irig to the National Women's 
her feature fil 'Del Otro Lado" History Project. 
which she produced and co- Another instructor to receive 
directed. the award was Ts'ao, who is 
"Del Otro Lado'1 is a visually orisinally. from Taiwan. Before 
stunning and intricate tale about coming to Columbia four years 
love, tru~t . AIDS and immigra- ago, Ts'ao taught at a media arts 
tion," Griffith said. The mo•ie center called Pittsburgh 
was filmed on location in Filmmakers. 
Mexico City and is in Spanish Ts 'ao submi~ted two short 
with subtitles. films she produced ·called 
Several of the short documen- Exercise with Ching Yung and 
ta ries su_bmitted by Griffith were another called Against Filiql 
from QUAD Product ions, a Piety. 
grassroots media production According to Ts'ao, Exerrise 
company that produces short, with Ching Yung is an experi-
social issue documentaries and mental documeillary 'that focuses 
narratives. Griffith co-founded on the struggle of how she has 
QUAD in 2002 with H.L .T. had to live up to her old-fash-
Quan, Ph.D. ioned Chinese father who has 
Bartoni said Griffith's work always wanted a son to carry on 
incorporates "visually impres- the family name. 
sionisti c imagery" and the char- Ts ' ao 's other film Against 
acters used are 3-D. Filial Piety, "po nders one of the 
"She has worked on a number o ldest C hinese be liefs; the 
of narra ti ves that proac tively gravest offense of filial piety is 
represent those who have been no t to have offspring to .carry on 
dcleguted to stereotypical por- the family name and blood," she 
trnyals," Burtoni said . "In other sa id. 
words she represents the under- "Her films are sharp observa-
representcd." tions about humtln reltllio ns and 
Griffith has been nt Columbia fam ily and the)• tend to have u 
for four ycnrs . Prior to her very 1100d sense of humor about 
nrrivnl. she wns n visiting pro- them," Burtoni said. "I know 
fessor 111 S mith College. 11 thnt presently she is working on 
women's ~nll cl!c in Muss. nnd ut 11 lonJi.er nurrutivc, which 
the University o f' Mnssuchusctt s addresses the triuls of oolnv, an 
in Amherst. illegal Immigrant." 
"I've been u jurnr for the '\'s'uo suld she hopes to u e the 
Pcnnsylvunlu nnll tho Ohio Arts fellowship uwnrd towurd 11 short 
Coun\'11 und I think thul ex pori· section nf u drnmu Mrrtltlvo film 
once liM oncourul!cd mo to upply she will bl.' shoothlll this um· 
rnysell'." Orlf'f'ith sultl . " I was mer. · 
ullsnlutcly th ri lled Ill got tho She suld she hopcft asplrln11 
uwunl. II' I hudn 't hecn n jurilr Soo Film fund Pege 10 
Get SUPER. STAR 
Treatment! 
at College Park at State 
2 east 8th street 
Students! 
See what it feels like 
to live like a star! 
RATES START AT · 
$ 650 per person! 
lege park at state 1 312.939.7ooo 
communities I www.collegeparkweb.com 
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Accident hoses floors 
in the film building 
0 Officials still unsure about the cost of damage 
By Lisa Balde 
Mana~ng Elilor 
It could take as long as a month 
for Columbia to put a price tag on 
the damages accumulated from 
the April I 7 flood in the 1104 
Center, I 104 S. Wabash Ave., a 
school official told The 
Chronicle. 
The buildi~g houses the 
col·lege's Film and Video 
Department, the Book and 
Paper Arts Center, the 
Glass Curtain Gallery, and 
the Student Government 
Association offices. The 
water soaked through and warped 
the hardwood floor and carpeting 
on the sixth and seventh floors of 
the building, where the flood did 
the most damage, according to 
Associate Vice President of 
Facilities and Operations Mike 
Deb ish. 
Some post production sound 
equipment and other film technol-
ogy got wet, but it is still unclear 
as to whether or not any of it was 
ruined, he said. The school plans 
to inspect all electrical systems 
and telephQne networks for damage. 
It is believed that · no student 
work was lost. 
According to Debish, the rush 
of water came from the eighth-
floor construction area, where 
workers are building a 250-seat 
screening room. The source of the 
water was a perforated water 
hose-possibly sliced by one of 
many metal sheets being used to 
build the screening room. 
It was an accident that caused 
water to run overnight on April I 6 
unti I work aides discovered the 
major leak the next day, he said. 
Jason Rizzo, a sophomore film 
and video ·major who works on 
the seventh floor as a teacher'! 
aide, was one of the first people to 
discover the flood at 9:30 a.m. 
"The elevator stopped on the 
sixth floor first, and it was flood-
ed," Rizzo said. "(On the seventh 
floor], it was like Niagara Falls." 
Rizzo told The Chronicle that 
the water might have ruined some 
computer monitors, an audio 
transfer station and some addi-
tional editing equipment. 
According to Ethan Cheng, a 
juni.or film and vitleo major, who 
also works in the department, 
none of the student work 
kept on the seventh floor 
was damaged because it 
was lockc;d in a closet. 
Saturday classes were 
canceled due to the flood, 
and ·no students were 
hanned. 
Nikola Vlahovich, a full-time 
digital training coordinator, said 
that classes were rerouted for this 
week. 
By the following Monday, 
Vlahovich and other film teachers · 
sti ll didn't know the cause of the 
flood. 
"My concern isn't what hap-
pened; my concern is to keep the 
day-to-d!IY operations running as 
smoothly as we can," Vlahovich 
said . 
Based on clean-up efforts on 
April · 17 to salvage equipment 
and dry out the flooring, opera-
tions within the building have 
been functioning as usual, 
Vlahovich said. 
Debish expects that the hard-
wood flooring and carpeting that 
was damaged in the flood will 
have to be replaced over the sum-
mer, along with many of the dam-
aged ceiling tiles. 
Debish said that the flood dam-
age will not affect the building's 
landmark status and will not dis-
rupt the Fashion Columbia show 
scheduled to take place in the 
II 04 <::enter. 
As the classrooms dry out, the 
only thing students have to worry 
about right now is the after affect 
smell of mold. 
Columbia expects to have final 
damage estimates in two to four 
weeks. 
Vn1ual Tours Conlinuedfrom Page 3 
result, he said the overall pres-
entation of a university, both 
physically and electronically, 
has become a critical component 
in the admission cycle. 
"Most students these days are 
heading to the university web-
s ite before anything else," 
Canon said. "[The virtual tour] 
is taken in very early in the col-
lege search process, oflen before 
students have made up much of 
their mind about almost any-
thing in the college decision." 
Columbia officials agree. 
Mark Kelly, vice pre~jdent of 
Student Affairs. said that student 
to urs of the buildings are not 
only a major part of student 
recruitment, but probably the 
most important aspect. 
"fours and open house are the 
t ingle most important events in 
the recruitment or s tudents," 
Kelly Aatd . "Noth'ing Is more 
important in helping the s tudent 
d~ide 11r convincin11 the 1tuden1 
to come ltJ Columbia than the 
tour." 
Columbia'• tours ure al•o 
important In l ettin~~: • tude nts 
knuw about lhe breadth of the 
pmJi:rllml the Clllltge offers. suld 
Stephanie Strait, assistant direc-
tor of the High School Summer 
Institute in the Admissions 
Office. She said most students 
have a limited understanding of 
the programs and courses·avail -
able at the school before they 
visit. 
Strait also said the virtual tour 
has the potential to become a 
handy tool for Columbia, as an 
increas ing number o f students 
transfer or apply for admission 
from outside the Chicago urea. 
"A lot of times, Ia virtual tour I 
is going to be their first step 
toward Columbia and their first 
exposure to our campus, before 
they ever make it down here," 
Strait said. 
But o ffic ials say no matter 
how good Columbia's virtual 
tour may be, a physical tour is 
usually u must for prospecti ve 
s tudents , u phllusopiTy that 
Carson whulchcurtedly cndurs· 
es. 
Carson said the 'urnptu Tours 
webJitc encourngcs students 10 
luke the On·cumpus tour• ul' cul· 
l e~~:es they may consider uttond· 
ing und not rely solely on the 
vlrtuul tour us u substitute . 
April26;2004 
High price of fashion 
0 General and student adrnlssion to student-produced clothing expo raised 
By Alicia Dorr 
SlaffWriler 
The eighth annual Fashion 
Columbia is almost ready to hit 
the ·runway. 
· Columbia's fashion show, 
which will be held April 28 in the 
1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash 
Ave., is the only entirely student-
produced fashion exhibition i.n 
the country. Fashion Columbia 
showcases student talent each 
· year in a professional manner-
and this year is no exception. 
"We raised the bar this year as 
far as production," 
said Lauren 
Lehman, a market-
ing student who is 
the Fashion 
Columbia producer 
in charge of public 
relations. 
designs they have to pay $120. I 
understand the cost, but it is real-
ly expensive," Linkus said. 
Senior producer Nicole Trower 
said the high price is to cover the 
cost of putting on the · show. 
Fashion Columbia is allotted a 
certain amount of money from 
the school, but with such a pro-
fess ional production, the costs 
always exceed it. 
"The cost reflects what we 
made last year, and that has not 
ever been enough. We do not get 
discounts or breaks on anything 
hard. 
"There might .be a great piece 
or style submitted thafjust does-
n't flow with everything else, so 
we won't choose it. We are as 
professional as possible," 
Lehman said. 
Nearly every de~igner who. 
submitted has a piece in the 
show, according to Lehman. Of 
ihe 99 featured pieces she .said 
there is "!Jothin·g really out-
landish." Colors on. the runway 
range from earth tones to bright 
yellow, with different styles to 
match. The more -
unusual pieces will be 
d isplayed on man-
nequins at the space. 
The presentation, 
featuring . designs 
from more than 30 
srudents , has a f4ll 
runway productiqn. 
The producers had a 
c;all fo r professional 
models from various 
agencies, chose the 
photographers and 
controlled ·all other 
The invitation to this year's Fashion Columbia. 
The show 1s a year-
long process, starting 
with inter.views for the 
student producer posi-
tions in .the summer. 
There are seven produc-
ers this year, handling 
everything · from the 
logistics of the show to 
catering. The producers 
involved are part of an 
Advance·d Fashion 
Show Production class 
Though these students 
have the help of instruc-
aspects of the show. 
Ticket prices to attend the 
show went up this year by $10 
for general adm•ssion and $5 for 
students. This brings general 
admission for the evening show-
case to $60 for nonstudent atten-
dees and $35 for students. 
Though some of the proceeds 
from the show go to the 
Columbia College Fashion 
Managemeni and Fashion Design 
Internship, some find the price a 
little out of their range. 
Fashion design major Jill 
Linkus, a senior with two pieces 
being displayed in the show's 
"Senior Salute," which exhibits 
work from the portfolios of grad-
uating producers, designers and 
fashion students, said she is con-
cerned about the price hike. 
"For my parents to see my 
we buy, but we still want the 
show to be as professional as 
possible," Trower said. 
Industry professionals from 
Chicago, as well as other areas, 
have been invited to attend, 
which Lehman said has height-
ened the professional atmosphere 
in the past. 
"It is a good way to show your 
work at a professional level," 
Linkus said. "It is a really good 
representation of our school." 
Those who submitted work 
this year were asked to present 
their pieces in a completely pro-
fessional manner, with photos of 
the piece attached, as well as the 
proper display. Models and 
designers are then chosen for 
how well they go with the res\ of 
the show, which Lehman said 
sometimes makes the choices 
Campuses offer a number of interest in creating a similar vir-
things on the campus, he said, tual tour on the website for the 
that students will never be able station. · 
take away from an online tour. T he tour, which she hopes to 
tor Nena !von, fashion director at 
Saks Fifth Avenue, the show is 
completely theirs. 
"Everything is student pro-
duced, from concept to comple-
tion ," !von said. 
The matinee, which has a 
slightly more casual feel, will 
begin at I pm .• costing $15 for 
general audience members and 
$20 for students. The audience 
for the matinee in previous years 
has · been mostly Chicago high 
school students, giving them a 
chance to see what Columbia's 
fashion department is like. This 
year, due to a statewide test being 
held on April 28, high school stu-
dents will be invited to another 
show in May. ' 
For more information, call 
(312) 344-6281 or e-mail fash-
ioncolumbia@colum.edu. 
with their own radio name, 
"I asked myself, what was the 
stuff that made me want to get 
into radio when L was young?" 
Morton-Langston said. "Of 
course there's going to be a tour 
of our radio station, but the real 
highlight of [the technology) is 
to have the actual on-air experi-
ence." 
"Our feeling · is that nothing start working on this summer, 
can replace getting on a campus would not only include an in-
and visiting a school in-person," depth tour of th.e station, but 
Carson said. "There are intangi- would give users the perspective 
ble comfort levels, understand- seen by talent, where users can 
ings of what the people there are sit down at a virtual ·radio con-. 
like and the way the campus sole and play with music, log a 
looks and a lot of other things traffic report or even come . up 
that are tough to glean from nn r;:==============;==========:; 
electronic presentation." tl. 1/ 
Carson and Columbia officials 
suy the future of virtual tours is ~ Hlf/ 
not only changing admission 
methods, but technology us well. 
Carson suid personalized. 
dynamic tours thut allow for 
questions to oc pos ted during 
tours. ulong with totlls thut ullow 
universi ties 10 rnunugc the: lour 
content without nec:ding much 
cxpc:ricncc In mulllmcdlu gofl -
wurc, iH lending to u wider usc of 
the virtuul tour experience. 
And ii 'N nol just udmlulons 
dcpurtmcnls thul urc bcncfllln(l 
l'rom tho tcchnolu)ly chunJIOM. 
rhcryl Morton· LUil(lMtun, dlrec· 
tor uf WCRX-rM, Columblu'R 
rudln Mln tlon, hnM cxproMMod 
aeceuyour 
Columbia 
Chronicle 
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Fiction Writing Department 
Looking for a class? 
Think 
Fiction 
Writing! 
Are you interested in writing? 
Are you creative? 
Do you have stories to tell? 
See your department advisor 
during counseling for Fall 2004 Early Registration 
Fiction Writing classes available in: 
Short Stories 
Novels 
Creative Nonfiction 
Script Forms 
Story Workshop® and other Fiction Writing Department 
courses will improve reading, writing, speaking, 
listening, visualizing, and creative problem-solving skills 
useful for every college major and the job market. 
Fiction Writing Department 
12th Floor. 624 S. Michigan Avenue 
312-344-761 1 
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SGA hosts first 
online election 
0 New method to focus on voter turnout numbers 
By Andrew Greiner 
News Edtor 
The SIUdent Government 
Association at Columbia is 
preparing to enter its third year, 
by hosting another round of stu-
dent elections. 
As of press time, 25 candi-
dates representing various 
departments areall vying for a 
seat in the student senate, said 
Justin Kulovsek. acting presi-
dent of SGA. 
For the first time Columbia 
students can vote for their candi-
date on OASIS, Columbia's 
internet portal. 
"What we've seen and the 
testing that we've done shows 
that it is working fine," 
Kulovsek said. " It will be easier 
for the students because there 
are photos and bios of each can-
didate on OASIS." 
The 2003-2004 elections saw 
a record voter turnout, with 
more than 7 percent of the cam-
pus reporting. Last year's 7 per-
cent voter turnout surpassed the 
national college average of 5 
percent. 
But some students who talked 
to The Chronicle said the high 
voter turnout might have been 
due to potato chips. Last year the 
SGA distributed food at polling 
tables, which some students 
credited as a major influence for 
their contribution. 
"The free food probably had 
an effect because we are poor 
college students. The school gets 
people to go to stuff with free 
food," said Anna Chiodo, a jun-
ior an and design major. "Potato 
chips would have been my 
incentive." 
Chiodo said that without the 
food incentives last year, it will 
l]e easier to see who is actually 
interested in student govern-
ment. 
But Kulovsek said there are 
food and prize incentives for 
voting this year as well. The 
SGA is setting up a helping 
unity thrive booth, in the lobby 
of the Wabash Campus Building, 
623 S. Wabash Ave. H.U.T. is a 
laptop station where students 
can vote online and win prizes 
for doing it, Kulovsek said. 
Lila Trickle, a junior market-
ing communications major, said 
she thinks this year's online for-
mat wi ll draw plenty of interest 
from students. 
"Because it's online, it would 
be a greater turnout because it's 
just point and click," Trickle 
said. 
But vote'r turnout may not be 
an issue because the field of can-
didates is small. Ac.cording to 
Kulovsek, there arc 20 seats 
available for 25 departmental 
candidates. At most, five candi-
dates will not be selected. 
The major SGA achievement 
for the college's 2003-2004 
school year was to bring a shut-
tle transport to the South Loop 
campus. After nearly three 
months of service, ridership is 
hovering around 200 students a 
week or about .02 percent of the 
school population, according to 
Kulovsek. 
The SGA announced their 
next major project is to have 
lockers installed in and around 
Columbia, and one candidate, 
Jayson Henderson, said the locke 
ers are one of his major goals. 
After the elections, the execu-
tive board, including president, 
secretary and treasurer. will be 
chosen from within the student 
senate. 
Departmental elections run 
May 3 to May 7. Students can 
log on to OASIS or visit the 
H.U.T. in the Wabash .Campus 
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
FiJm fund Continued from Page 6 
students will stay focused on 
their projects. 
" It's really important to finish 
what you started, always have a 
finished work, no matter what," 
Ts'ao said. ''That 's the most 
important thing, without it you 
have nothing to show for your-
self." 
Hardin, also from the Film 
Department, placed as a finalist 
for the award. He is tn the end of 
his sixth year at Columbta, 
where he recently received 
tenure. 
"I taught production and ran 
the fac1litie1 at the University of 
Arizona before I came to 
Columbia," Hardin said. "I've 
been making my own films as 
well at shooting, lighting and 
editing filrna for others for over 
15 yeart.'' 
One film Hardin submitted 
wu an 80-minute feature docu-
mentary on B<11nla Heruaovina 
~ailed "One More Mile: A 
Dialogue on Nathm· IJulldltlg." 
H.,din u1d it took a series of 
productiOn tript to the "war torn 
wuntr)"' to wmplete the film, 
Which took over thru ynrt. 
He alta tubrnltted another 
uper1mtntal film , "Lona 
Distance," which examines a 
long distance working relation-
ship with his partner, Elizabeth 
Coffman, who lives in Tampa, 
Fla. 
"Ted has a deep appreciation 
of German expressionism and 
also of dance, and his previous 
works have intertwined those 
two areas," Bartoni said. 
Hardin also plans to use his 
award on upcoming projects. 
"You fold this kind of money 
right back into your work," 
Hardin ~aid . "Our new project is 
a documentary p1ece about 
Ralph Nuder and hiH legacy as u 
public clllzen. We've tracked hi~ 
recent cumpaian In Texas und 
throuah Georgia." 
Bartonl said that students rcup 
the benefits of the professors' 
ex pcrlence in the field . 
"All three of them bring their 
personal ethos into their films 
and arc deeply committed 10 
whatever topic that they are 
addreulng In their films. l' rn 
also aware that whatever work 
they do In their films, and the 
Insights that they have gathered, 
ao dlrel:tly back Into the clau • 
room1," IJartcml uld. 
eo..tesy Arnold GI'03Cilel for Jl Chul<ennan 
Japanese dancer Kota Yamazaki performs his show 'The D_ay of Africa' at Columbia's Dance 
Center, 1306 S. Michigan Ave., April 16 and 17. 'Fagaala', which Yamazaki co-choreographed 
with the JANT-BI dance company, appeared at the center April 22 through April 24. 
Humor and genocide 
afoot at Dance Center 
0 Kota Yamazaki's performances part of center's mission to fuel diversity 
Rochelle S, Russo 
Staff Writer 
With plastic bags in his 
hands, Kola Yamazaki tiptoed 
across the stage allempting to 
infuse some humorous choreog-
raphy in to his show "The Day 
of Africa," which he performed 
at Columbia's Dance Center, 
1306 S. Michigan Ave., on 
April 16 and 17. 
Yamazaki has been busy at 
Columbia recentl y. Not only 
did he create and star in "The 
Day of Africa," bot he also cho-
reographed "Fagaala," a sepa-
rate feature of · the Dance 
Center. 
"Fagaala," which means 
genocide in the Senegalese lan-
guage of Wolof, is an interpre· 
tive dance depicting the 
Rwandan genocide of 1994. 
Choreographed by Yamazaki 
and Germaine Acogny, creative 
director and choreographer of 
the Compagnie JANT-BI dance 
company, an all -male ensemble 
thut performed "Fagaala," 
played at the Dance , Center 
April 22 to April 24. 
"I realized I should present 
something different," Yamazaki 
suid. "Another point of view 
bealde genocide, but In regard 
to Africa." 
"I urn u type of choreographer 
who Is Interested In oxpronlna 
something that tho heart under· 
atands," Yamazaki uld. 
"The Day or Mrlc:a" wu 
designed u a companion to 
"Paaula," and It Is built on 
Yirnuakl'a experiences with 
the JANT·BI dance troupe. 
Yamazaki uld he tried tu 
keep "The Day uf Mrlca" li(lht 
by lnc:ludlna varlou• prupa, 
aullh as the plaatlc baa• •nd • 
large cardboard cut out sketch 
of a man hanging from the ceil-
ing, which at one point 
Yamazaki hid behind. 
Acogoy traveled to Japan in 
search of dancers and musi-
cians for "Fagaala." There she 
met Yamazaki and invited him 
to help choreograph a piece 
with a genocide theme. They 
decided to incorporate butoh, a 
contemporary Japanese dance 
form developed about 45 years 
ago, Yamazaki said. 
Acogny and Yamazaki began 
choreographing "Fagaala" in 
Toubab Dialaw, Senegal, in 
2001. "Fagaala" premiered in 
January 2004 at the University 
of California, Riverside, 
Yamazaki said. 
Yamazaki said he started 
learning the butoh dance style 
in Tokyo under Akira Kasai. He 
then went on to study at a pres-
tigious classical ballet company 
in Tokyo called Inoue. 
In 1989 Yamazaki was invit-
ed to study contemporary dance 
in Angers, France. Upon return· 
ing to Tokyo, Yamazaki opened 
his own dance company, Rosy 
Co. in 199S, and ran it until he 
wont on tour throuahout Asia, 
Europe and tho United States. 
In 2002, Yamazaki opened • 
new company in Tokyo called 
Fluid Hug·hua Co. 
He uld tho name comes from · 
Enall•h. "And ldoscribesl the 
pulnt whore I am at rlaht now," 
Yamaukl aald. 
Becauae ur Yamuakl 'a limit· 
od Bnallsh, he travels with 
Mlklo Hirata, a &ranalator who 
worka ror a number ot Japaneae 
theater perrormera. 
Hirata deaerlbal butoh aa, 
"very low to the around, teellna 
the aravlty and lncorporatlna 
sliding, gliding moves. It is 
internal rather than going out-
ward. The subject matter pre-
formed could be mundane, it 
could be very esoteric, and 
sometimes people see a lot of 
symbolism." 
Due to the extensive use of 
butoh in "Fagaala," Yamazaki 
gave butoh workshops to 
Compagnie JANT BI while he 
was in Senegal working with 
the dance company. 
"Some of the dancers were 
rather scared in following it 
through, and some of them in 
tears," Yamazaki said. "They 
had feelings of working in a 
group and in crowds, but scared 
of being alone or in a solo." · 
Yamazaki said that when the 
genocide theme was presented 
to him for the work, he was 
quite weary of mixing politics 
with the dance form. 
"When I was given tho theme 
of R wand11 genocide I had more 
negative feelinas about it," 
Yamazaki said. "But I reali&ed 
that perhaps I could do it as a 
requiem for all these people 
who have died." 
The Dance Center"s mission 
is not only to present the best in 
dance but also to present new 
work, and to keep the art form 
advanclna and movina forward. 
said Heather Hartley, markotina 
director fur the Dan e Center. 
"What wb are really Interest· 
ed ltl Is now work, which sume· 
times ean be very thallenalnll. 
because people have no Idea 
what they are dolna." Rutley 
aald. "But at the nme tim yuu 
believe In the artl t and yu11 
believe In what they are trylna 
to cummunltate, and It work 
out." 
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Vote for your SGA Senators! 
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE LIBRARY 
ONLINE@OASIS 
Simply log onto your user acc?unt, click on voting in the left-hand colum, and follow the instructions! It's EASY! 
_~Computer labs win be a~ailable ,for yourvoti~g duri,n_{ ELECtiONS WEEK May ·3ra-7th, ... 2004 
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. •tze!The Dallas Morning New• 
Photos by Alexandra WI M an artifacts at El 
. ·t:y uncovers ay . M · 
. . h a student at Southam ~e~h~i~oY~~f~~ditional Mayan Ruins In ex\Co. MiCh~lle Arthlc w' estem Guatemala. At ngh ' p By Alexandra Witze The Dallas Morning News 
Peru 1n no 
eep in the Guatemalan jun-
gle, the battle spirits of an 
ancient world are reawak-
ening. 
Fourteen centuries ago, 
Mayan kings fought for 
control of Waka. a city on a 
crucial river route westward out of 
Mayan country. Today the city is the epi-
center of a different kind of battle-to 
preserve some of Central America's last 
intact rain forest and its treasures. 
Chief among the modem warriors is 
Dallas archaeologist David Freidel, a 
Maya specialist at Southern Methodist 
University. Working with Guatemalan 
colleagues, Freidel has begun the first 
modern survey of Waka 's majestic ruined 
temples and palaces. 
The history being unearthed at Waka 
• involves epic tales of kings and queens. 
warriors and princesses. But the archae-
ologists have also dug up far less glam-
orous discoveries. including forest fire~ 
and land grabs. 
After more than a millennium hidden 
in the jungle, said Freidel. one of the last 
great Maya sites is in danger of being lost 
forever. 
"H't a blg part of Itt. puzzle," taya 
OaVId Fraldtlat tnt Maya archaeo· 
logical 11ta. 
Last spring, people illegally clearing 
the land for cattle set fires near Waka that 
turned the rain forest air into a smoky 
haze reminiscent of Los Angeles smog. 
In early April, workers cutting fire lines a 
few miles from the site were run off by a 
group of armed men claiming the land for 
themselves. 
In theory, the site of Waka- known 
today as El Peru-should be immune to 
attack. It lies within Guatemala's Laguna 
del Tigre National Park. the largest such 
park in Central America. Home to the 
endangered scarlet macaw. the area is a 
focus of conservation work. 
But wealthy cattle ranchers have begun 
to divvy up Laguna del Tigre among 
themselves. said Roan McNab. director 
of the Wildlife Conservation Society's 
office in Flores, Guatemala. Despite the 
park being officially off- limits 10 grazing, 
at feast I 0,000 cattle browse the park's 
western half. 
Things are better-for the moment-in 
the eastern part of the park near Waka. 
Still , cattle browse in fenced areas in the 
so-called buffer zone between sanctioned 
ranchland and the park. And people have 
moved in. too; entire communit ies have 
sprung up inside the park. 
In response, Frctdel has proposed an 
unusual collaboration of SCientist,, con-
servationists. residents ;md the govern: 
ment. Called the K'ante 'el Alltancc, fur 
the mythical place where the Maya maize 
gud was reborn. the group will soon ask 
the government to set as1de 230.000 
acres withm the national pnrk fur special 
protection. 
Along with pristine rain forest , scarlet 
macuws and jaguars, the proposed 
re~~erve contams several key Maya sites. 
Before the anc1ent Mayan civilization 
collapsed in the ninth century. several 
million people lived In the northern part 
of Ouatemula. bu1idlng giant temples und 
pyramids out of nntivc limestone. 
Modern Maya still live throughout the 
homeland of their ancestorA, wh1ch olsu 
Included southeAStern Mc~lcu, Belize 
and Honduras. Many of the workers ut 
the Wako she are of Mayan dcAccnt. 
The dl& ut WMka Is In the Kcond yeur 
of three yean' work und Involve" 20 
Mrchaeoloalst, II of them Ouatcmalun. 
Discoveries comlnJI from Waka should 
help clarify many of the mysteries that 
surround the Maya, said the dig's co-
director. Hector Escobedo, of the 
Universidad del Valle de Guatemala in 
Guatemala City. 
"It's a big part of the puzzle of ancient 
Maya civilization that has not yet been 
put into place," he said. 
Discovered by oil prospectors in the 
1960s, Waka has been professionally 
studied only once-by Harvard archaeol-
famous," Freidel said. "Famous things 
happened here." 
But fame seemed far from the minds of 
the Waka archaeologists as they toiled 
beneath towering mahogany trees, to the 
concert of howler monkeys and the rare _ 
macaw squawk. 
The more portable discoveries from 
the site, from thousands of pottery frag-
ments to tiny jade beads, go to the pro-
ject's laboratory in Guatemala City. 
SMU graduate student Olivia Navarro Farr, right front, tal<es notes as local 
workers uncover more artifacts In the sands of northern Guatemala. 
ogist Inn Orohnm in 197 I. He mopped 
about 6SO buildln11s In just less than I 
squnre kilometer (ubout 2SO ucrcs). 
Wokn 's importunce In the ancient 
world lny In its locution- south of uno 
MayM capital, Colakmul, and west of 
nnuther. Tlkol, 01 well aa on a key rl'(er 
route. 
''This mudll it enormously vuluable to 
anyone," Preldcl aald. 
The ~ lty has an unusually rleh hlattl-
ry- 22 klnJII In nil, runnlnJI l'rom A.D. 
1!10 to A.D. 850. 
"'rhat'a why lhl 1111'1 aolna to bf 
There they will remnln under the aus· 
piccs of Ouutemnltl 's Institute of 
Anthropoloi)' and History. 
Wuka will then become a new fueus fur 
Mnya studies. said ~ect •'0-di!I!Ctor 
&c:obedo. 
And If tho proposed allhttk'O with coo-
scrvatlonlst" succMds, the site cuuld 
become fnmuus fill' beyund the small cll'-
de of Maya an:haeoloalat•-~ atl· 
entlats envision area mldent runnlna an 
ec11tourl•m bl~'lneu to k p the pa~ 
Intact. "lh lhe lona run," 8kobedo ald. 
"this 18 whAt will ""ke this aile end\lt-.." 
One archaeologist works to save what's 1 ft of on of the world's olde t civiliz tion 
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Bush support waning 
among college students 
0 Bumpy job market a concern for recent grads 
By Tim Jones 
The Chicago T nbune 
worse·. Iraq seemed more stable 
than it is now and gay marriage 
as an issue was not on the radar. 
CHICAGO-President Bush's Sharp differences over gay 
support on college campuses marriage separate college stu-
has. dropped s ubstantially in the -dents from the overall popula-
past six months because of tion. Fifty-seven percent of col-
growing student dissatisfaction lege students support marriage 
with the war in Iraq, the weak between homosexuals, while 61 
job market and Bush's stance on· percent of the overall popula-
gay marriage, according te a tion opposes it. Bush ih 
poll released April 15. .February announced his support 
The survey from the Kennedy of a constitutional amendment 
School of Governm.ent 's banning such unions. 
Insti tute of Politics at ..--------. Glickman said student 
Harvard University ELECTiON support for gay marriage 
showed college stu- 200,~ reflecis a more tolerant 
dents favoring philosophy and a desire 
Massachusetts Sen. "of students not wanting 
Jo hn Kerry, the pre- . the government to tell 
sumptive Democratic them what ·to do with 
nominee, over Bush, 48 percent their lives." 
to 38 percent . Independent can- While Kerry is the apparent 
did ate Ralph Nader drew the beneficiary of the shift ing pol it-
support of 5 percent. ical attitudes, the poll notes that 
Among students who say they support for the Massachusetts 
definitely will vote in senator is soft. More than a 
November, Kerry 's lead over third-37 percent-said they 
Bush · widened to 56 percent did not know enough about 
from 33 percent. Kerry to hold an opinion of him 
The poll of 1,205 college stu- or do not recognize his name. 
dents reflects clear shifts in atti- Much of Kerry's support, the 
tudes on college campuses, poll suggests, stems from a 
which last fall gave Bush higher 
marks than did the overall pub-
lic as well as the nod in the N~vember e lection. In some 
ways, college St!Jdents are_ now 
more in sync with the general 
public, with divided views on 
the president's performance in 
office. 
Dan Glickman, the institute's 
director and a former Clinton 
Cabinet member, said he "won-
dered when the war would start 
taking its toll on the president. 
These numbers ought to be a 
warning to ihe president but 
they are not necessari I y locked-
in-stone good news for the 
Kerry campaign." 
The poll, conducted March 
13-2J. and with a margin o f 
error of plus or minus 2.8 per-
centage ·points, showed Blish's 
job approval falling 14 percent-
age points, from 61 percent to 
Chuck Kennedy/KAT 
President George W. Bush at 
an April 16 speech in the 
Rose .Garden of the White 
House. 
National News 13 
Jared Lazarus/The Miami Herald 
Presidential candidate Sen.' John F. Kerry, (D-Mass.), greets supporters a~er an April 8 speech 
at the University of Miami ·campus in Florida. Some are questtontng Kerry s plan to propose that 
banks compete for s tudent loans. · 
Critics say Kerry's tuition plans falls short 
Kerry envisions 500,000 pub- percentage pomts over the mter-
By Robert DodgNe lie-service students performing est charged for a 91-day com-
, The Dallas Morning ews . · 1 1 d f the 
a variety of tasks, rangmg from mereta oa_n •. an somt; o 
WASHINGTON-Col lege building affordable housing to cost IS subs1d1zed by taxpayers. 
financial aid experts say Sen. helping children learn to read. There IS support among some 
John Kerry has found a good ·The cost to taxpayers: $ 13 bil- college financ1al a1d experts to 
political issue in the high cost of lion over 10 years. cut the interest rate s_ubs1d1es. 
college tuition. But some argue · Bush's re-election campaign But analysts questiOn 1f there 
that the fixes proposed by the charged that Kerry underesti- are enough· banks for an efft -
Massachusetts Democrat need mates how much it would cost c1ent auct1on that forces the sav-
work. for public-service volunteers to ings.· 
"He has the right idea to' look attend school and overestimates "The methodotbgy that he 
fo'r some savings, but whether the potential savings from mak- - uses to pay for this is not the 
his specifics would work out IS ing banks compete for student• best fix," said Edward 
a bit questionable," said Sandy loans. E lmendorf, a senior vice presi-
Baum, a professor of economics "Once again, John Kerry's dent at the American 
and a college tuition expert at numbers don't add up," said Association of State Colleges 
Skidmore College in Saratoga Bush campaign spokesman and Universities. 
Springs, N.Y. Steve Schmidt. Bankers are already howling 
Even so, Kerry's initiatives Kerry's campaign said the over the proposal. They contend 
are likely to resonate . w1th stu- projected savings are backed by banks would be unwilling to 
dents and parents facmg_ ns1ng a Congressional Budget Office make big investments in com-
college expenses .. Tu1t10n at analysis. puters, training and other infra-
many state un1vers1t1es IS soar- Arguing that banks earn over- structure if they could not count 
ing as universi ties try tQ replace ly . fat profits on student loans, on the business being availab le 
revenues cut by f1scally he said the government could year after year. 
strapped legislatures. save on subsidies by making "A student loan auction, in 
And while there are doubters, -lenders compete. which the rights to offer guaran-
the senator has stolen a page Currently, lenders heavily teed loans goes to the lowest 
from the Republican book of lobby Congress when lawmak- bidder, creates great uncertainty 
free-market solutions. by pro- ers regularly set interest rates in for lenders," said Joe Belew, 
posing that banks compete for the student loan program. While president of the Consumer 
student loans. students enjoy a low fixed rate, Bankers Association. 
The College Board reported lenders receive an extra 2 .34 
· 47 percent. Campus support for 
the Iraq war also dropped from 
58 percent last October to 49 
percent. The war ranks as the 
top issue among college stu-
dents, while the economy has 
been the first concern of the 
public. 
desire to find an alternati ve 
Bush. 
in October that tuition at public ·=ijj~iiiiiiii~~~jijj!!ftjiij!iii to universities jumped 14.1 per- 11 
cent for this academic year, to 
an average of $4,694. In the last 
decade, public college tuition 
rose 47 percent after adjusting 
Much has changed since 
October's camp.us poll. Six 
months ago, 'former Vermont 
Gov. Howard Dean, the anti-war 
candidate, seemed poised to win 
the Democratic nomination and 
Kerry was a distant second or 
save the 
trees, read 
it online! 
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Student worries about the job 
market remain dominant. By a 
2-1 margin, the majority of stu-
dents think it will be somewhat 
or very difficult to find a job 
after graduating. 
The college-age voter is being 
redefined, as liberal and conser-
vati ve labels no longer fit. 
Forty-one percent of college 
students consider themselves 
independent, up from 38 percent 
last fall. Fewer consider ti)em-
selves Republican-24 percent , 
down from 31 percent in 
October-and 32 percent 
Democratic, up from 27 percent. 
Although 62 percent of those 
surveyed said they definitely 
will vote in November and 21 
percent said they probably will 
vote, young Americans are gen-
erally the least dedicated voters 
on Election Day. Surveys have 
shown increasing interest in 
politics on college campuses, 
but in 2000 only 29 percent of 
18- to-24-year-olds voted, com-
pared with 50 percent of overall 
voters, according to the 
Committee for the Study of the 
American Electorate. 
for inflation. 
College tuition has been ris-
ing faster than the ra.te of infla-
tion since the 1980s, . during 
bmh Democratic and 
Republic·an administrations. 
The recent fiscal crisis in many 
states lias exacerbated the prob-
lem, prompting Kerry to suggest 
President Bush's tax cuts could 
have instead been used to sliore 
~p university budgets. 
"It's your tuition and your 
loans that keep rising and rising 
every day while this president 
spends all our money on tax 
breaks for the wealthy," Kerry 
told college s tud\!nts in New 
Hampshire on April 12. 
Specifically, Kerry proposes 
making college more affordable 
by allowing students to pay for 
tuition through publ ic service. 
And he wants to finance the 
public-service program by mak-
Paris ................ $426 
London ............. $264 
Mexico .... .. ....... $315 
Buenos Aires .... $394 
Air, accomm. & transfers: 
Lonoon 
c~ncun 
From: 
$640 
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MUSI C & DANCE IN GRANT PARK 
11 :00 AM -9:00 PM Grant Park at Michl11,an· L Harrison and In Columbia Colleie sculpture Garden at Wabash L lith Street 
Beb<•P to Hip Hop ... more than 30 acts on 3 stages with a tot~l of 2_1 hours ot music~ loin us for 
!lJazilian -botn Cyro Baptista & Beat the Donkey. Columbia's student bands. and the high-energy 
s111dent dance ttoupes Adrenaline. C.R.U .\. and more. 
flRTWAlK & SALE 
11 :00 AM -\ :00 PM and ~: 00-7 :00 PM 
Begin at 600 S. Mlchlian Avenue l oin us for a sell -guided tour of more than 12 galleries and studio exhibitions. The ArtWalk & Sale 
showcases fine art. photography. interdisciplinary book and paper arts. multimedia work, and more! 
'1/tth free conltnuous trolley servrce. 
flllD MUCII MORE! Don·t nms the live art ~appe nings, human chess ga me, lively puppe try spectacle, ~nd 9lhet exhih •ttons, performances ~nd installations around the Columbia College ca mpus in the new 
<;.,uth loop arts cottidor. 
'' I I ' , , '' t 
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~~IL 28 
HOI(IN W\LLE~Y 
.12:30-1:30P"' 
0 
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D.OUBLE HAPPINEss 
Asian/ American Wedding Stories 
April 7 - May 1, 2004 
C33 Gallery, Columbia College Chicago 
33 E. Congress, first floor 
Reception: Wednesday, April 7. 5.7pm 
May 24 - 28, 2004 
James R. Thompson Center 
100 W. Randolph, first floor 
Reception: Monday, May 24, 2004, 5·7 om 
This exhibit is cxganlze<t by the Cemer ~ 
sponsored by The Offtee of "''nols s ex Asian Atts and Mea,a and 
and Columbia Colreee /CJ Spaces a :: Tr~urer JUdy Baer Top;nka 
by Student acllv,ty fees. Program; of t~es~ 01 Studem Affairs, funded ~edia are made possJb/e by the Mayer & ~:~~ ::;:~~~:~ and a:~~::llon, the NIB Foundation, and the 111/no,s Arts Council,: state 
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On-campus solicitations should be otf-Hmits 
Most college students exist off 
of couch change, selling loose cig-
arettes and begging their parents 
for money. It's a tenuous arrange-
ment. but it works out nicely. 
The thing is, lots of people want 
your money~all of it. 
If you were passing by the side-
walk in front of the Wabash 
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash 
Ave., April 19, you probably 
noticed a coven of women dressed 
like hookers handing out free sam-
ples o f "Axe ~eodorant Body 
Spray." You know, it's the stuff 
that leaves you smelling like gas' 
station soap. 
This isn't a new thing, however. 
Despite the sudden appearance of 
trollops in cavalry twill blocking 
pedestrian traffic , businesses 
hawking 'junk on and around col-
lege campuses seems precisely in 
tune witb the crocuses and tulips 
every spring. 
company all prowl around 
Columbia's campus in the hope of 
snagging more soft-headed con-
sumers. 
Frankly, we've had enough of it. 
First you had to flip through ads 
in magazines or mute the televi-
sion to avoid advertisements. Then 
came commercials in movies, 
where you· had the privilege of 
forking over $9 to watch 30 min-
utes of commercials for unreliable 
automobiles, candy bars stuffed 
full of obesity accelerants and hair 
products almost guaranteed to give 
you scalp cancer. 
And now this. 
By the time we reach retirement 
we 'II probably have to contend 
with skydivers emblazoned with 
corporate logos dropping out of 
nowhere and into the kitchen dur-
ing dinnertime. 
. instant they hear a catchy jingle, 
see bright colors or read a snarky 
pitch line. For the rest of us, it's 
just annoying. . 
Never mind the issue of money. 
Many of the prOducts targeted at 
the college demographic are over-
priced and poorly manufactured, 
but we're told that we must have 
th~:se things if we are to become an 
"exclusive" member (how can you 
be exclusive if everyone else is just 
like you?) of the sexy/cooVtalent-
ect/successful of our age bracket. 
This is beyond Intolerable. 
Prostitution is dicey to begin with, 
but whether you're paying some-
one to manipulate your fun bits or 
dress you in the newest couture for 
an ego boost, they' re both distaste-
ful as hell . 
Hats and T-shirts emblazoned 
with moronic slogans, samples of . 
soda and chewing gum and of 
course, the ubiquitous credit card 
We're bombarded with adver-
tisements every· day and it takes a 
certain type of person to effective-
ly filter it all out. Not all of this is 
easily dismissed for some people. 
Some people are capt(ve the 
Give us a bit of credit. We see 
your damn ads on buses, on bill-
boards and even in the bathroom. 
Let us make up our own minds 
about what to buy, and giYe us a bit 
of respect in the meantime. 
And while you're at it, stay the 
hell off the sidewal~. 
MLB doesn't need to turn tricks for money 
V.ews from campuses~ the country 
Google gets it wrong 
Baseball's been. very, very 
good to us . 
It's given us Babe Ruth, Little 
League and' the ever-popular 
liallpark hot dog. 
But it hasn't all been sweet 
American romanticism. Baseball 
has also given us corked bats, 
steroid scandal's and the 1919 
World Series fix. 
The latest Major League 
Baseball issue falls into the latter 
category as something that not 
only causes diehard fans to lose 
faith in ttie game, but also dehu-
manizes us as people. 
When the New York Yankees 
and the Tampa Bay Devil Rays 
kicked off the 2004 season, the 
players wore uniforms and bat-
ting helmets decorated with the 
logo of Ricoh, a Japanese office 
supply company. 
Since then, baseball fans have 
been anxious to hear whether 
advertising o n players' jerseys 
will become a staple of Major 
League Baseball . If MLB offi -
cials decide to a llow such ads, 
the organization may lose any 
amount of c redibility it has left. 
With ballparks already selling 
out to the likes of U.S . Cellular, 
Petco and Minute Maid, wa lking 
advertisements are j ust one more 
step toward the "grea~ 
IRONY 
IS NOT HUMOR 
BY RYAN 
DUGGAN 
American pastime" into the 
"great American commercial 
break." 
To force bastball players to 
display corporate logos on their 
shirts perpetually exposing both 
players and fans to yet more 
advertising is to assume people 
are willing to surrender their 
freedom of choice. 
Players shouldn' t be forced to 
support products they don't 
believe in, and viewers of the 
games shouldn't be forced tn 
subject themselves to any more 
advertising than they are already 
being bombarded with either at 
the park or on TV. 
Granted, . MLB officials 
haven' t officially made any plans 
to make the di splay of logos on 
uniforms a regular practice, but 
it's not something thi:y've ruled 
out . 
And if s imilar strategies 
implemented by NASCAR and 
the NFL are any indication, MLB 
wouldn 't make out too badly. In 
a 16-game season, the NFL 
makes $60 million from Coors 
and $48 million from Gatorade; 
in three NASCAR races, 
Budweiser made NASCAR 
$29.2 millio n, which stretched 
o ut over 36 race& is about $350 
million. 
If MLB goes through with 
such a plan, offic ials estimate it 
could bring in upward of $500 
million over a 162-game season. 
With this extra revenue, MLB 
could afford to lower ticket 
prices , meaning fewer disgrun-
tled fans with empty wallets. 
But it's not about .the money; 
it 's about the sport and the thrill 
of witnessing firsthand a range 
of human emotions- the joy of 
success, th~ agony of defeat and 
the satisfaction o f straining to 
accomplish a goal. 
Cutting back players' salaries 
is a more logical place to start 
saving money. It might even help 
weed out the players who are in 
the league to pay for their six 
Ferraris and bring in the guys 
who really ' want to play- the 
guys the fans want to see. 
And if such an advert ising 
campaign is carried out, it would 
only be a matter of time before 
small logo patches on jerseys 
turn into full -body costumes and 
player s and fans a like are 
exploited in the name of capita l-
ism. 
Corporate sponsorship o nly 
makes a moc.kery of the game 
and insults those who love it. We 
don 't need ads for peanuts and 
Cracker Jack to enjoy baseball. 
Juon Zimmerman 
The GW Hatchet (GeorgeWashington U.) 
'(U-WIRE) WASlllNGTON-
The word "anti-Semitism" has 
been tossed around more frequent-
ly in the past few months-mainly 
because of the recent release of The 
Pas_sion of the Chri$. Rather -than 
allow people who spout ·anti-
Semitic rhetoric to go around . 
, u.Jl!lhec.i:;ed, I decjded that, as a Jew, 
I had a duty to be an opposing 
voice, 
However, I wasn't confident 
enough about some of the details 
of my religion, nor was I fluent 
enough in my religious history, to 
actively engage in a debate. So I 
turned to the Internet, and with the 
help of the No. I search engine, 
Google, I hoped to better under-
stand what it l!Ctually means I'? be a 
Jew. I sat down, turned on my 
monitor, went to Google's home- . 
page, and typed "Jew" in the 
search box. One of the ft.tSt linkS 
that came up was a site that was 
created and maintained to promote 
anti-Semitic opinions and ideals. 
I was aghast. If one searches 
Google for the United States of 
America, for example, one does 
not see al Qaeda 's homepage. If 
one searches for Islam, he or she 
doesn 't receive sites blaming the 
entire Muslim community for 9/11. 
In both cases, the first hits one 
receives are basic, informative 
sites about the specific topic. Yet, 
when a 10-year-old ~rches the 
word "Jew" for a class project and 
then clicks on 'the first site, he will 
"learn" that the Holocaust didn't · 
actually occur, and how it was just 
a weak attempt by the Jews to gain 
a homeland to which'they were not 
entitled. Perhaps the little 10-year-
old will " learn" how the B' nui 
Brith, n group thut sponsors two of 
the largest Jewish youth oraunlzu· 
tlons in the country, Is responsible 
for cotTUptlng the youth of the 
world. Tho means of cotTUptlon, 
according to this website, Is tcuch· 
inll youth ubout Zionism and 
JudUIHrn. 
Now, II' you nrc tiN ~hocked to 
hour nbout It tiM I wns to ~ec It, then 
r~~o IA~IwJ Chlon!r.lo Ito I!Udohi-Jrlr""-1 IIUfAI· 
""""' rA UAumt.o C<Mo!lo ~ on<J '"'"nul,..,. 
_.ltf "'"'"""'· "' """"'"' 1n ~<tn. IIHI lllowo rA 
!d"orltlt 1ft tht optniOnt of tht ldttlltlll 
IIUIIrrl ul Tilt Oofumtllo ChrO<IIolo. 
Cuturnno 111 tho oplniOnt olthl outhllf(tl. 
Lottort to tht tdltor rnuol kKlh~ tuM lltmlfl, yttr, r111)«lr 
oriCJ phunt IIUIIlbl!r All 11111811 ore tdl~ 101 Qtllr~lllr 100 
hfJOtiiiiMJ I IICJ Will 1111111 11101 tJ)41tllt II!Owt 
""'"'"' "'iM<nl!tftlfl"•· r .. AAt-1"' •tut-
AM t.Jtr, JJMI&t lind (lrflll!let 111 tht prflllllny of 
r~~o Oht1111tclt lind,..., nu1 bo 'fP<" 
duo<td !If I>UMI<IIod Wltl>wt wrMttn J>t<rnloo!l!l1 
Vlowl fMIIfiiHd In 11111 pubi~IIIOf1 lfl thOM 
of tht wrllo< tnd oro not llwllplnlontllll ht (;uturnblo Ctrrbnlolt, Colurnblo'o JCWrnellom 
CllfM~rntnt or Cotwrtflflo Collollf Ohlalljlo. 
ltlltro OIN bt rllt<IIG (~11134 ... 1430, 
_,ltd to Ohmntoloaeotutn.odu or mllltd to 
Tht OofiHnblo Ohtantolt, IU e. WlbMh Ave., lulll 11011, 
Ohloouo, Ill. ICMIOII-ttM, 
you can actively do something to 
protest. A petition is being sent 
around the Internet to remove that 
site from the Goo~le "Jew" search. 
As of now, the petition has. more 
than 70,000 signatures, all based 
on word-of-mouih spread through 
e-mails . Google, unfortunately. 
believes that i't c~~noi do anything 
to remove the site as the lead "Jew" 
search result, regardless· o'f how 
many people sign the petition. 
Google has stated that the First 
Amendment grants the site Internet 
acCess and avaifabiilty,' Sd h'aving it 
in a "Jew" search is completely 
legaL 
I thought about that point, and as 
much as I wanted www.jew-
watch.coll! to .l;>e. banished 'from the 
Intemet,'1 ~greed with Google. Its 
First Amendment. rights allow it to 
have that site, saying whatever 
they like. However, does that right 
extend to having that site appear 
first or second in a search for 
"Jew"? PUtting it in perspective, if 
o.rie goes to the library and looks in 
the· card catalog for the term ~'Jew," 
would the ftrst suggested book be 
titled The Benefits of Nazism and 
the Downfall of Judaism? 
Google further states that the 
term "Jew" is not . an endearing 
term to the Jewish· people, so rather 
than searching for "Jew," one 
should try to search for "Judaism" 
or "Jewish." That statement, made 
by the corporate office of Google. 
affected me terribly. Never in my 
life has it been "bnd" or "negative" 
to be a Jew. I'm not proposing 
Jewwatch.com be banned from the 
Internet. All I am saying is that 
having it in 11 search engine under 
the heading "nnti·Semitic" would 
be more appropriate. I urge oil of 
you to see what Ooogle has 
allowed, then, if you believe as I do 
that it is wrong, I urge you to go 
and sign the petition at 
http://www.PctltionOnline.comlrj 
w23. 
As fur me. I plnn to OO:f~.'Ott 
Oooalc until this Is li ed. S~rch 
cnalncs like Ynhoo! otTer eduea· 
tlonnl site., tor the search "Jew." 
Oo out nnd m11ke your YUlee hoard. 
Commentary 
Blame game won't buy peace of mind 
Adam J. Ferinaton 
Commentary Editor 
. "So," my friend says as the 
drink careens down the slick bar 
toward me, "you know what 
tomorrow is, right?" 
I blink as my synapses misfire. 
I really have to think about this. 
"Hitler's birthday?'' I ask. "No 
wait; it's a national p6t smokers 
holiday, right?" She scowls as she 
roughly towels the drops of mois-
ture off of the wood. "No, dumb-
ass. It's the five-year anniversary 
of the Columbine shootings." 
I take a sip of my drink and gri-
mace. "Five-year anniversary is 
what, wood?" I tap my knuckles 
across the bar: She shakes her 
head. "I believe the modem gift is 
silverware." 
happening again, and there 
never will be. Placing stone 
tablets in school foyers, 
heavily regulating firearms, 
banning anything with a hint 
of violence and saturating 
schools with video cameras 
cannot prevent the aspira-
tions of broken children, red 
in tooth and nail. 
I take .another deep swig. 
"Silverware? What are they going 
to do, leave piles of forks and 
spoons at the victims' graves? 
Hey, is this even real absinthe?" 
It would be utterly offen-
sive and in exceptionally 
poor taste to assume that the 
majority of people in this · 
country are greedy, ignorant, 
self-important bastards who 
view their children as tiny 
versions of themselves put 
here to rectify the monstrous 
series of failut<;s that their 
lives entail. But I care little 
for the cheap accusations 
and cowardly ignorance that 
Ryan Duggar\'The Chronicle an affirmation would 
"Give me that," she snarls, and 
snatches the drink away from me. 
"No more of that crap for you. 
You can stick to Pabst for being 
an asshole." 
The old guy at the end of the 
bar with the smile like black 
licorice looks up and cackles 
before he resumes picking things 
out of his beard. 
"Have a sense of humor," I 
said. " It doesn't change a damn 
thing. What's'done is done, and 
we've at least learned from it." 
She closes the till al)d squares 
herself in front of me, giving me 
the hairy eyeball . "No," she said. 
"It doesn't. People still die every 
·: year in this country from gun-
related violence. If guns were ille-
gal, none of this would've hap-
pened. Those kids would still be 
alive, along with a lot of other 
people." 
I shake my head and pull off of 
my cigarette. "There you go 
again, trying to find an easy solu-
tion to a difficult answer. There's 
a number of factors that con-
tributed to the shootings; not least 
of all was the shooters' emotional-
ly fragile state of mind that was 
pushed to the threshold by the 
constant bullying and harassment 
they endured. They chose guns 
because they were cowards. If 
they'd had any balls, they 
could've just as easily gone ninja 
on everyone; hacked them up with 
swords and then ritually disem-
boweled themselves." 
She stared at me, flame tattoo 
on her upper forearm flexing as 
she tried to compose herself. 
Suddenly the licorice man in th'e 
comer pipes up, his ragged south-
em drawl carrying over Johnny 
Cash on the jukebox. "Ain't noth-
ing wrong with guns. Guns didn' t 
kill no one, you didn' t want them 
to. That's why you got them. 
Once was, you could go and settle 
disputes you needed to, right in 
the street. Man's got a right to his 
guns, same as·anything else. It's 
in the Con-sti-tu-tion. People like 
you are part of the problem." 
My friend narrowed her eyes. "I 
don't remember asking you, and I 
don't give a damn what you think. 
So drink and shut up or get the 
hell out." · 
The licorice man cackles again. 
"See, proves my point. You had a 
gun, you'd point it at me. run me 
out of here. But you don't, so I'm 
gonna stay. No problem here, 
sweetie." He cackled again and 
went back to his drink. My friend 
looked at me sideways and whis-
pered. "You don't have a sword 
with you, do you?" 
Not even a healthy dose of 
absinthe, Johnny Cash or the mad 
ramblings of a toothless old man 
can make sense of this. This is a 
wound we'-ve clawed at for the 
past five years like a bad case of 
herpes, and the scars have become 
permanent. History is hard to 
refllember, despite all of the noise, 
and there's no easy answer to 
what happened, never will be. 
But that hasn' t stopped every 
special interest group from polar-
izing the issue by throwing their 
. hands to the heavens and piggy-
backing the butchery like apes in 
mating season to represent their 
own personal crusade; anti-gun . 
advocates (like my friend) weigh 
heavily .on the fact that Dylan 
Klebold and Eric Harris obtained 
their weaP9ns from the unregulat-
ed roaming gun bazaars; conser-
vative critics of culture say the 
shootings are the result of what 
happens when 'God is denied 
· access' by rem,oving the Ten 
Commandments from schools and 
public institutions; child psychol-
ogists cry foul over "the preva-
lence of violent video games and 
movies in our culture"; and par-
ents' organizations swiftly con-
demn the inaction and omission of 
school districts to "protect their 
children." 
There's more than enough 
shame and bitterness to go around 
and most of it is bullshit. 
There's no binary solution to 
prevent something like this from 
THE 
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Question: What's your favorite thing about spring? 
"The flowers blooming and 
going .to the beach." 
-Dominika Luszez 
Junior, Fine Arts 
"Being. outdoors at a Cubs 
game." 
-Mike Hynes 
Junior, Film 
"Walking the dog and wear-
ing flip-flops." 
- J essica Ligue · 
Junior, Fashion Retail 
undoubtedly provoke and 
will instead simply expound on 
the words of Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle's master detective: 
"Watson, you as ll medical man 
are continually gaining light as to 
the tendencies of a child by the 
study of the parents. Don't you 
see that the converse is equally 
valid? I have frequently gained 
my first real insight into the char-
acter of parents by studying their 
children." 
Indeed. Children are foul , nasty 
little creatures, but they know 
when they 're having one put over 
on them. All of the bullying and 
harassment that was ignored by 
the Columbine school officials, 
the disregard and incompetence 
on the part of the police toward 
Klebold's and Harris's antics that 
slowly grew more malevolent, the 
denial from both sets of parents-
they all drove the nails into the 
victim's coffins. 
Klebold and Harris bear the 
responsibility for their slaughter, 
but you cannot ignore the sway of 
ignominy foisted upon them by an 
inflexible and corrupt system that 
attempts to mold everyone into 
the same shape. 
Columbine's pain should stay 
squarely in the hearts of those 
who let it happen. But don't for-
get what happens when you push 
an animal into a comer-it bites 
back. 
"Going out and not freez-
ing." 
-NoriTaka 
Second BA, Graphic Design 
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MAT'INEE FASHION SHOW EVENING ,FASHION 91.fllW 
,. 
:;,..> 
1:00 P.M~ AND RECEPTION 5$30 f(M. 
. . \ . 
. · :- .... _ 
""''.ri·: . 
GUEST TICKET($) AT $35.00/PERSON GUEST TICKET($) AT $80.00/PERSON 
STUDENT TICKET(S) AT $20.00/PERSON . . ST!JDENt TICKET($) AT $35.00/PERSON 
COL.UMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
11 04 SOUTH WABASH AVE N UE, 8TH FLOOR 
' . 
: \ ~ . 
YOU MAY PURCHASl;: YOUR TICKET AT THE DOOR WITH A VALID STUDENT 1.0. 
Colum bia~ 
norTH SlOB: 
3231 N. CLARK ST. 
773.549.4400 • 8 AM-3PM 
NEAR INTERSECTION OF CLARK AND BELMONT. 
FROM LAKESHORE DRIVE: EXIT AT BELMONT, 
GO SIX BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK STREET. 
BY TRAIN: EXIT AT REO LINE BELMONT STOP, 
GO EAST ONE BLOCK TO CLARK STREET. 
UNIQUE SPECIA LTIES INCLUDE 
FRUSH I 
FRENCH TOAST KABOB 
PANCAKE FliGHT 
ART ISTI C OMELETS 
AND MANY OTHER DELICIOUS 
SELECTIONS TO ROCK YOUR WOR LD 
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DOWnTOWn: 
75 W. HARRISON 
312.447.1000 • 7 AM-3PM 
NEAR INTERSECTION OF HARRISON AND CLARK. 
FROM MICHIGAN AVENUE: RIGHT ON 
HARRISON, GO FOUR BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK. 
BY TRAIN: EXIT AT REO LINE HARRISON STOP, 
GO WEST TWO BLOCKS TO CLARK STREET. 
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- £0MPOSilWN NOlEBOOK 2004 
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- COMP0Sil10N NOlEBOOK 2004 See.....,.._ rw sn 1 • 3:00PM • a.u Tllulrt, 72 t . lith Street 
- ~AVlHINGN£W . . . 2004 
Eq c•NIIood Edltation stllct.an tallibit illttrdiscipliiii!Y wortt that foc:uses on the role of the arts In their development u Individuals 
aad tftt:atws. 
....._ Sl27 • Lllnry, 624 S. llllcllitlll A-, 3rd floor eat 
- RADlO DEPA"fMEitl SENIOR SHOWCASE & AWARDS 
Aa .wds ~ atd sllowtasecl stllct.RI wortt ill the IRIS of diRital production, public service, talent, documentary and theatre of the 
•ild. Alrlrd-wiaai111 Wlllk at WCRX Radio wiU also he futurtd. 
12:30-5!00 PM • C-33, 33 t. c:o..r- I'Mtway 
- GRADUATING PHOl OGRAPHY SENIORS EXHJBlliON 
his edibit pmeon pbototfophy by shldtan rrtd111tmr from tile Pbotorraphy department. 
11n11111 Ml2 • R~, --., 27 • IIGIIIII Gllllery and .a.-, 623 s. Wabash Avenue, I st noor 
MFA PHOTOGRAPitY THESIS EXHIBiliON 
hi$ .Uibit pme~ts pllotOIIJap!IJ by Master o4 fiat Arts Pbotorraphy candidates . 
....._ 6118 • RKellliell, Mllr 27 • &lass C.Uia Gllllety, 1104 s. Wabash Avenue, ht noor 
- COlUMBIA POETRY REVIE W: POETRY READING AND PUBLICATION RELEASE PARTY 
Cololrilllltcn to tile Colu•IW Pwtry Rwiewread from the Entlbh department's student..,d~ed, nationally distributed poetry ma11azine. 
Ttot wiMtrS 111 tilt 2004 Eilea laanao I'Oei!Y Prize will also he 111nounctd and read. 
5:30 PM • f....- TIINW, 800 S. Mlclllpa A-. 1st floor 
HARLEM REH~ISSANCE SPEAKEASY 
1•is reautiell o4 tilt ojpk,.b sceat ol H•lem duri«C tilt 1920s feotures the senior members of Columbia's Black Actors Guild. 
7:30 - 10,00 PM • Heklll a.llely Mill Annex, &23 s. Wallash A•-· 1st noor 
SENIOR MUSIC RECilAL: Jollnotllu Piomt 
7:30PM • -.Ac c-. 1014 s. Mlclllpn A•-· Concan Hall 
CHOREOGRAPHIC PROJECT AND SENIOR CONCERT 
A sllolltase of ,.;eul tloonocnPIIY by BFA ud BA students in Dance. 
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lliSUAL IMAGES ART IJ-.SlALLAl iONS 
Art iostallo- ..-by aroduoto stlldellls in Educational Studies. 
........ 5128 • 33 E.~ Pa!IIWIJ,- 404 
JOURNAliSM SENIOR SHOWCASE & AWAROS 
A showcase of the best student work. as well as displays of the Columbia Chronicle. Echo magazine, and TV displays playing newscasts of 
"Newsbeat" aod "Metro Minutes". 
6,00 - 8,00 PM • Hothouse, 31 E. Balbo Drive 
COMPOSITION FOR RECITAL 
Compositions performed by the International Contempo<aJY Ensemble. 
7:30PM • Music t:aer, 1014 S. Michi&an Avenue, Concert Hall 
...... PRACTICUM II PORTFOLIO SHOWCASE 
S..io< Practicumll students in the ASl-Engiish lnlerprelation department showoase their interpreting skills wilh video portfolios of their wo1k. 
5:30 - 8:30 PM • 623 S. Wabash Avenue, room 216 
THU 27 MAY 
MANIFEST 04 urban arts festival 
MUSIC+ DANCE IN GRANT PARK 
Check out our website at 
www.manifest.colum.edu 
for details! 
From Bebop to Hip Hop . .. more than 30 acts on 3 stages with a total of 21 hours of music! This year's 
featured band is Brazilian-born Cyro Baptista & Beat the Donkey, a torrid, unstoppable ensemble of 
percussionists, samba dancers, Capoeira performers, singers, and exotically costumed players. Don't miss 
Columbia's student bands and the high-energy student dance troupes Adrenaline, C.R.U.I. and more. 
11:00 AM-9:00PM on two sta&es in Grant Park and Wabash & 11th street 
ARTWALK + SALE 
A seH-guided tour of the galleries and alternative art spaces on campus, featuring exhibitions 
of thesis wlllil by students of all disciplines. Free trolley service between festival sites. 
11:00 AM - 1 :00 PM and 5:00 - 7:00 PM 
AND MUCH MORE! 
Don't miss the live art happenings. human chess game, lively 
puppet parade, and other exhibitions, performances and installations 
scattered around the Columbia 
PIVOT 
DANCES BY FACULTY AND GUEST ARTISTS 
\\\rts by OJteroatO>oaUy knoWn guest a.tists Jawote Willa Jo Zollar 
•lid Lar lllboVJtcb as- as the Dance Ceoter faculty featuring 
!51-~s_ 
8,00 - 10;00 PM • The Dance Center 
1306 s . llicllipn Awenue 
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GAllERY RECEPTION 
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Get the low down on gettin' down 
0 A 700-plus page book provides how-to on the birds and the bees and everything in-between 
By Doris Padayan 
Assistant A&E Editor 
me, the process of writing it Blokes," Joannides puts an end to duty-<:ertainly taking one for the ---,..-----:;::;o~"f"""'::-~.,.,. 
Do it to me, touch me there. Oh,' 
baby, baby. I need you to blank 
blank my blank blank right now. 
became an eye-opener of just how curious subject matter that previ- team- and brings education to a 
little I knew about sex, and just ously left some a little hot and higher level, with history lessons, 
how little I still know about sex." bothered. From nipple and ball English lessons and "geography of 
With chapters delicately titled stimulation to multiple orgasms the glands." 
Oh yes, kids, it's getting hot in 
here-a danm good time to learn 
the naked truth about what adults 
do behind closed doors. 
Thankfully, the over 700-page 
Guide to Getting it On- a bible 
full of how-to's for electrifying 
nights of passion; enticing, excit-
ing and enchanting things to do to, 
and with, your significant other ; 
and, well, full-blown instructions 
. "Kink in the Animal Kingdom" and sex toys, the author goes Joannides discusses everything 
and "Hand Jo.bs: Strokes for above and beyond the call of from menstruation, to the laws of 
. and illustrations on properly giv-
ing a blow job-answers all that a 
curious mind needs to know about 
sex. 
All in the name of "revenge for 
eight years in Catholic school," 
Paul Joannides, the writer of the 
Guide and publisher of Goofy 
Foot Press, skillfully masters the 
art of explaining "Men's 
Underwear- The Fruit in Your 
Loom" and the informative "Dirty 
Word Chapter" in a diplomatic, 
objective way-with a curriculum 
that has yet to be included in high 
school sex ed. 
"I 'm also a psychoanalyst. I 
wanted to fmd a decent book on 
sex for a couple of young adult 
patients. After looking and look-
ing, I was quite surprised at -how 
bleak the offerings were," 
Joannides said. "There were plen-
ty of books that felt they could tell 
you the best ways to stick <a• into 
'b,' but nothing that w~s fun and 
also made you really think about 
sex." 
sex, sexual dysfunction, as well as 
the "Flat-Handed Doggy Dig." He 
offers helpful hints on masturba-
tion, with how-to style sections 
that involve everything from oral, 
anal and vagiQ,lll~ ~-well as illus-
trations to go · along with each 
piece of il}formation- appropriate 
for a time·. when a picture is truly 
worth I ,000 words . 
In the chapter titled "The 
Importance of Getting Naked," 
Joannides advises a woman look-
ing to seduce a man to, "let him 
know that she is not wearing any '--- ......._-'L....J--....u.J-JL.JJ.... 
underwear, or reach into her purse The book provides great tips on 
and pull out a pair of panties while 'getting it on' in a phonebooth. 
saying, "Oops, guess I forgot to 
put these on!" 
Another section, titled "The 
Goofy Glossary," informs the 
uninformed of terms such as 
"Randy," an Australian term for 
horny, and "sweet death," which is 
a "literary term for intercourse." 
The author takes it a step further 
and provides the reader with refer-
ences for videos to watch, num-
bers to call and websites to visit 
. for further information on subject 
matter in the book, as well as read-
er conunents, letters written to him 
regarding certain problems and his 
responses. 
"The one thing I learned about 
this book is what you do with your 
pants on is far more important, in 
tem1s . of your ultimate · sexual 
enjoyment, than what you do when 
you're home in bed," he said. 
_ Guide has been used in many 
colleges as part of their curriculum 
over time, and is the winner of the 
Firecracker Alternative Book 
Award, American Foundation for 
"I think that a lot of instructors 
realize that the traditional, very 
expensive academic sex ed books 
put students to sleep. And I dis-
covered that with the Guide, they 
get a great deal more discussion 
from students," he said. 
"St. Joseph's has used it the last 
couple oftemlS, and it was a factor 
in their successful basketball sea-
son," he said. "Of course, the 
coach, players, students and facul-
ty might disagree." 
Some of the schools that are cur-
rently enjoying the book are the 
University of Georgia, the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
the Texas Woman's University, 
Cal State Fullerton, Sama Barbara 
City College, the University of 
North Carolina, Fairleigh 
Dickinson University, Pomona 
College and the University of 
Southern Florida, according to 
Joann ides. 
According to Joannides, the 
options were either "the dry aca-
demic books which .welf, and still 
are, guaranteed to put ytlu to sleep 
in a page or two--they usually 
assign these in college sex-ed 
courses and charge students $65 to 
$110 each- or there were the 
· how-to books ·that thought they 
-knew all about sex," he said. "For 
ve ry Gender & Genital Medicine and 
useful in -sexed c lasse s ac ross the na tion. And there's picture s. the Ben Franklin Award, according 
to Joannides. 
All in all, Guide is an infornla-
tive, tastefully written, quick and 
easy read for those who just want 
to learn new and different ways to 
hit that shit. 
Hancock's' 'voyage' brings ·him to Chicago 
0 Legendary jazz pianist performs at Symphony Center with musical greats DeJohnette and Holland 
Bv Mads And m oo 
Associate Editor 
Jazz greats Herbie Hancock; Jack 
DeJohnette and Dave Holland have played 
together before, most notably back in 1968 
when they were all part . of the legendary 
Miles Davis band that recorded In a Silent 
Way, often referred to as one of the most 
important and influential albums in all of 
jazz. More recently, they teamed up with gui-
tarist Pat Metheny as- part of DeJohnette's 
1990. Parallel Realities album and tour, and 
on Hancock's own 1995 effort, New 
Standard. 
So it's no surprise that the three players-
pianist Hancock, drununer DeJohnette and 
bassist Holland-share an affmity for each 
other along with a close musical connection. 
But just how close that connection remains 
was displayed recently in Chicago during the 
second of two concerts headlined by 
Hancock, surely one of the more revered and 
accomplished names in jazz. Following a 
show a week earlier during which the piarust 
revived a collaboration with saxophonist 
Wayne Shorter, Hancock, DeJohnette and 
Holland's April 16 show at the Symphony 
Center, 220 S. Michigan Ave., was startling 
l!l tts level of musical ability and sophistica-
hon, while still managing to push the bound-
an~s of modem jazz and, yes, occasiOnally 
swmg. · 
Hancock 's ability to generate moments of 
~th delicate introspection and complex 
llllprovisatioos has long been a trademark of 
his. qutstanding tillel)t, and the Chicago his playing. Throughout the set, DeJohnette 
native offered up clear examples ofboth dur- · alternated between sensitive accompaniment 
ing the nearly two-hour show. Starting off and swinging polyrhythms, never managing 
with Cole Porter's "I Love You," the trio set to get in the way ev!!n while spraying accents 
up the song's melody only briefly before throughout an up-tempo number or utilizing 
embarking on a daunting path of abstract exotic percussion in more delicate moments. 
expressionism that only occasionally revisit-
ed the song's themes. Holland's bass playing 
provided intriguing counterpoints to 
Hancock's single note runs and insistent 
chordings while DeJohnette played around 
with the beat. A more subdued Hancock 
composition, "Sonrisa," followed to set up 
the evening's structure between ballads and 
more up-tempo tunes, with bassist and drum-
mer once again skillfully supporting the 
song's Latin feel. 
Perhaps the best-known song of 
Hancock's entire career was among his fiTSt, 
in the guise of 1962's "Watermelon Man" 
from his debut album, Takin 'Off. Somewhat 
re-imagined in 2004, the song's piano-based 
introduction drew on touches of gutbucket 
and Congo Square before settling into the 
familiar, somewhat funky feel of the original. . 
A seeming excursion into the unknown came 
later in the form of Holland 's tune 
"Pathways;" a composition only recently 
picked up by the three. After a simple bass 
theme to start, the piece found Hancock tak-
ing off on more improvisational flights of 
fancy, ·while DeJohnette occasionally leapt to 
the forefront with extraordinary assurance 
and feeling. 
In fact, it was difficult at times to ignore 
the drununer- so engaging and sublime was 
Holland, too, showed why he is among the 
genre's very best practitioners, throwing off 
lighming fast runs while continually manag-
ing to anchor the action throughout, breaking 
out warmth and dexterity on his occasional 
solos. 
Closing out the set were two seemingly 
diametrically opposed pieces, a breakneck 
version of Stevie Wonder's "You've Got It 
Bad Girl," and the title track from Hancock's 
1965 classic, Maiden Voyage, offered up as 
an encore. Even on the Wonder piece, in the 
fastest tempos of the evening, Hancock never 
strayed into dissonance or cacophony, while 
DeJohnette and Holland matched his energy 
and attack. A quiet and ethereal 
piano solo then segued into the 
evening's encore as Hancock 
expl_pred spaces between notes 
and went deep inside the song's 
structure to open up the beauty 
and stateliness of the melody. 
For Chicago natives . 
(DeJohnette is from here, too, 
while Hancock bestowed hon-
orary Chicagoan status on 
Holland in his opening remarks), 
none of these three players, sin-
gularly or collectively, visit their 
hometown often enough. 
Hancock remains one of jazz's 
most important figures, and a 
direct link to some of the music's 
most revered and important inno-
vators. That he plays a venue like 
the Symphony Center may speak 
more to the complexity and sophistication of 
his music than to his "headliner" status, but 
hardly justifies his long absence from 
Chicago's music scene. And despite the 
seemingly conunercial death jazz is suffering 
in today's marketplace, the packed house on 
a Friday night proved that Chicago, ·at least, 
remains ready to support challenging, first 
class music. 
24 2004 
The most outlandish classified 
ad ever created has taught me one 
very important thing: I will never 
date Jesus. 
Yes, it's true, according to Jesus ' 
very own online dating site, 
www.datejesus.com. 
The site, created by "Jesus" in 
2000, has helped me learn that my 
future holds no place for Jesus-
but it's not by my choice. I have 
nothing against the guy, other than 
the fact that he's far too old for me 
(his ad claims 29 but c'mon, I've 
heard about him hanging with 
those disciples back in the B.C.), 
and his long ratty hair and beard 
are also complete turn-offs. And 
what's with that lame holier than 
thou attitude? Who does this guy 
think he is? 
Those issues aside, I still would 
never date Jesus because, honestly, 
Jesus would never have me. I've 
often pondered the possibility of 
dating the all-mighty one-
thought of which suburb of 
Jerusalem we would live in, who 
would drive the mini-van and 
who'd get the Mazda (the van 
would be best for him and his fol-
lowers, we'd decide) and which of 
our children would play soccer-
John or Michael? 
Unfortunately, my passion for 
the Christ was shattered when I 
stumbled upon ·datejesus.com and 
took the Date Jesus Compatibility 
Quiz. . 
Though I'm still waiting to hear 
back from tech support to see if 
there was a glitch on the site (as 
I'm sure there was), my quiz 
results revealed that I fall into the 
lowest I Oth percentile of Jesus dat-
ing compatibility. While choking 
back my salty tears, I read on: 
"You probably don't know what 
kind of woman Jesus wants," the 
results explained. Then, I started 
thinking and praying to, well, not 
Jesus, since he has something 
against me. But they're right, I 
don't know what kind of woman 
Jesus wants. Apparently, it's not 
one with intentionally messy short 
hair, ripped jeans and a fascination 
for loud music and independent 
films. He's so not with the times. 
Not only that, he is extremely 
picky about the type of woman he 
dates. He's not into long walks on 
the beach or candlelight dinners 
for two, nope-he's looking 
for someone who, frankly, 
does not exist, which I guess 
would make them the perfect 
pair. And, if you're Irish, for-
get about it: Our savior has no 
interest in trying out their 
lucky charms. 
His ad reads: "Golden-
haired, blue-eyed Jesus seeks 
loving young woman (22-30), 
preferably of recent Norse~ 
Germanic heritage, who wish-
es to live in the spirit of the 
eternal. Innocence, or rebirth into 
innocence, and a desire to tran-
scend the material mendacity of 
this world are essential!" 
The spirit of the eternal? Jesus, 
get real. 
According to Jesus himself(or 
the crazed web nerd whose bril-
liant idea was to pose as Jesus), 
he's "looking for a special woman 
who has traditional taste and val-
ues. She knows het connection to 
the past and would raiher have an 
authentic life instead of one guided 
by the pursuit of modern trends." 
So, in a sense, "Jesus" is looking 
for someone who would most like-
ly shun modern technological 
advancements like, oh, let's say, 
online classifieds? 
Well, I always suspected this but 
now it has fmally been proven: 
Jesus is a hypocrite. He's no dif-
ferent than half the guys I know-
yet he parades around in his white 
robe acting as though he's God's 
gift to women. 
Upon further exploration of 
datejesus.com, I realized that while 
I may not be girlfriend material for 
Jesus, we could always take a nice 
steaming bath together- with Mr. 
Bubble, of course- the pink liquid 
kind, not that messy powder stuff. 
Apparently, Jesus is looking for 
any "young woman," at least 18, 
of course, willing to travel to 
Virginia to take a bath with him. 
"Not only will you make a new 
friend, but you will be supporting 
good hygiene and benefiting the 
environment by conserving water," 
his invite said. Or, for those not 
interested in sharing a sudsy soak, 
they can always enter the Shower 
with Jesus Contest. As accommo-
dating as Jesus is, he says showers 
can be exchanged for bubble baths 
upon request. How nice. 
I may just need to sign up for 
the shower contest so I can wash 
away my pain of knowing I'm not 
Jesus; type. Aside from all the 
angliish this whole experience has 
caused me, it's made me feel dif-
ferent about the three times I went 
to church. What's next, date 
Ghandi? 
But it's OK, I'm not bitter. I did-
n't want to date that long-haired 
hippie anyway. 
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(Jamie's on vacation) 
-----wwith J·osh ·K~tley 
Southern gentleman Josh Kelley's mellow, s~xy voice is eMugh to stir the 
soul and seduce the senses. His soft so'! them charm and !~td-back style res-
onate in his voice over the rad1o aJTWaves. H1s h1t smgle Everybody ~ants 
You" off his For the Ride Home album has been featured m the romanbo 
comedy The Prince and Me. While on his way to record a cover of Bob . 
Dylan's,"Make You Feel My Love" f~r the upcoming movie A Ci?derella 
Story, the Georgia nallve took some ume out to talk to The ~orucl~ about 
female fans, problems getting back home from Canada and bemg rmstaken 
for Adam Sandler and Jason Schwartzman. 
The Chronicle: I read that you were an art major at the University of 
Mississippi in Oxford. What type of art were you studying and gener-
ally interested in? . . . . 
Arts & Entertainment 
••• 
••• 
Josh Kelley: My emphasis was m computer graphtc des1gn, but, bas1cally, I 
went through every medium, and I found that my favontes are pamtmg and ~culpture. When I got to col- . 
lege 1 never really messed with ceramics much or pottery and ended up fallmg m love w1th that for a while 
and discovered new mediums. I wish l would've had that last year and half to figure out what I wanted to 
do. It was a wonderful time ther~. I also was always recordmg my ~wn songs and I got a record d~al after 
my junior year of college and I went ahead and took the deal, and I ve got a year of college to fmtsh. 
C: How do you handle the mass number of female fans? . 
J: Well, I don't know. It's part of my job to make sure I satisfy every oneof(the fans] and ~e. care oftt 
all. I've seen a lot of artists, when I was younger, that I wanted .to get therr autograph or therr ptcture, and 
they ended up just going away and never coming back out. I think as long as I stand there and do my Job 
and make sure that everybody's happy, then they're all happy. · 
C: How was For the Ride Home recorded? . 
J : Basically, I've been writing all the songs for a while; I have a ~ot o~ songs and we JUS! narrowed them 
down and when it came time to go to the studio, we ended up domg like 15 songs and I think 11 took a little 
over a month. It was unbelievable. 
C: Have you ever had anyone come up to you and said something like, "Oh my God, you look just 
fike Josh Kelley!" . . . . . , . 
J· Yeah I've had it a couple of tJmes. The werrdest bme IS when someone comes up to me and they re like, 
"Dude, you look like Adam Sandler" or "you look like that [Jason] Schwartzman kid." 
C: What bands/artists do you listen to and aspire to be .like? . , . 
J: I look up to James Taylor and Stevie Wonder a lot. Stev1e Wonder. Is the~· There~ an~~ called. 
Muse, with a record called Absolution that's really, really great Stev1e Wonder s lnnervurons IS always m 
my iPod or in my CD player somewhere. I 
C: What's been the craziest/wildest thing that's happened durin& a tour ? . J 
J: Well, recently we were in Canada, we were touring with D~ve Matthews, .and we v.:er~ trymg to get l)ack 
from Canada to the United States. And apparently, they let us mto Canada Without claiming all of our 
equipment and all of our stuff. So when we had to go back to the United States, they wouldn't let us back 
in. And we were like, "look, we' re on tour with ,Dave Matthews." : .. And, I gu~ we all JUS! looked rea)ly, 
really suspicious, and they were like, "dude, we re not letttpg you m, you re gomg to have to get a Jawxer 
and ftx all this stuff." Luckily, my younger brother was there and my. tour ~ger was~ and somehow 
they talked those guys into letting us back in. Man, we'd probably still be m Canada trymg to figure out 
what to do. • 
C: What's a typical day llke on the road for you? . . 
J : A typical day on the road is getting off the plane or getting off the bus, and havmg a bunch of prornobon 
to do, like, a bunch of radio, a bunch of press. And then you go to the club, you do sound check; after . 
sound check, you get some food. You go back in, play the show, chill out backstage after the show and S!Jl 
on a couple of Red Bull and Vodkas and some Jack Daniels. 
C;And, a question for the ladles--are you sln&Je? 
J: Well, the last time I checked, I was single. 
Josh Kelley will be perfonning at the House of Blues. 329 N. Dearborn St .. May 6. 11ckets are S 12 and 
show time is 7:30p.m. For additional event infonnation. contact the venue at (3/2) 923-2000. 
• Va11 Hr/slng; The director of tbe biabl.Y auc:ceaful 
The Mummy and The Mu111my Retu/711 JIYeS audi-
ences another popcorn movie fli11 of cornputef-llli· 
mated nonsense. The Van He/J!ni tbeme park ride, 
Happy Meal, action flaure, 'Nltt team, low-M 
beer and basketball anealcera ptemlcre la1er thla 111111-
mer. 
• flapplneu equala a Job after araduadon that won't 
Include the pbrue, "Tbuk you ror abopplna at ..• •· 
• Mickey Moute: Celebnt!Qa 75 yean of tolll 
world domination. 
•Mllor Leuue Bueball:ll ~ 1\ld It their 
w.y, m. World Strl"ln 2010 mtaht •~Ute tho 
t>eiroi1 OIII)Om Sta~c.r eupec. aaalnlt t11e • 
Chkap Tfcle Wilh lltloh. ' 
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Chip off the ol' block 
0 Intel's new chip is a big step forward in handheld technology 
Latino Filiti.·Festival honors 
fonr Collimbia students 
By Marianne Lyles 
SlaliWnter 
minicomputers. 
!mel Corp. 
released a new 
family of 
mobile proces-
sor chips in 
April that tum 
regular cell 
phones into 
The PXA27x, or Bulverde chip, 
will advance Intel's business into 
the cell phone market. The compa-
ny wants cell phones to resemble 
its ' notebook computers and said 
the processor chips will provide 
longer battery life, higher security 
and advanced performance for 
videos and games. 
Intel is using laptop technology 
in the new chip, to manage voltage 
and frequency changes, saving 
battery power. This is the first time 
!mel has !ncluded the Wireless 
Trusted Platform to increase secu-
rity even for browsing the Internet. 
Y.et, with all the convenient fea-
tures, many students said they 
won't be running to their cell 
phone provider fo,r the new tech-
nology. Angela Bramble, a senior 
fashion management major, said 
she likes the idea of the cell phone 
upgrade but thinks technology 
may be getting out of control. 
Even though she is hesita'nt she 
said the concept may fit her 
lifestyle. 
"For people like me, it's good 
because I'm always busy on the 
go. This could be good instead of 
relying on having to go to the 
computer,'' Bramble said. 
· Mark Phillips, a j unior anima-
tion major, said he also thinks this 
will suit his lifestyle. He said he 
finds little negativity with the 
recent technology dev~oprnent. 
"It 's good the way cell phones are 
moving because I do want some-
thing more compatible 
with the rest of my life," 
Phillips said. 
Intel is going for more 
than just convenience 
with the PXA27x chips. 
There is a multimedia 
accelerator that offers 
crisp graphics and high 
resolution without drain-
ing the battery. 
Intel is not the only 
one to benefit from the 
Bulvere processor chips. 
Mike Keselica, a Sprint 
associate and senior jour-
nalism major, thinks that 
the new 'chip will 
enhance wireless service 
in all possible ways. 
" I think it's a great idea. 
........,---, 
David Paul Mools/Newscom 
It's actually revolution- The Intel Bulverde chips give cell phones 
izin~ the way people are laptoplike features. 
lookmg at cell phones, · 
PDAs,and laptops because it's a laptops. 
synchronization tool,' ' Keselica ''This won' t be much of an 
said. advantage in the laptop · depart-
Kesel ica said the technology ment because the laptop is still 
will help bring many various com- going to be used for what people 
panies more business. He believes use laptops for, but cell phones 
this is just the beginning of wire- won' t replace laptops," Gibson 
less technology's advancement. said. 
While Keselica thinks the conver- !mel spokeswoman Barbara 
gence is a technology trend. Ken Grimes said the idea to converge 
Gibson of the Illinois Institute of the various types of eleCtronics is 
Technology is sure mo'(es like this evident, but not because of the 
lean more toward the business new processor chips. · 
end. "The convergence is more 
" It's not a tech trend, but a busi- noticeable in the communication 
ness trend, and !mel is looking to side and how they communicate 
homogenize the two markets," instead of the brain of the 
Gibson said. devices," Grimes said. 
Gibson, director of Information Even though Intel released the 
Technology for the Stwrt PXA27x chips, cell phone and 
Graduate School of Business, said PDA manufacturers have not 
he sees the new chips as an inter- announced if they will include 
esting business move for Intel. He· them in their products. The lead-
said he agrees with Keselica in ing Intel customers are Hewlett-
that cell phones will become more Packard, Palm and Sony, for 
functional , but does not think that PDAs. Motorola and Samsung 
!mel will .create a communications currently use Intel processors in 
system similar to a cell phone for their cell phones. 
By Maria Baynes 
Staff Writer 
Of the two third place winners, 
only one was in attendance at the 
showcase. 
In her opening remarks at the Luis Magaiia, a senior at 
showcase of the "Made in Columbia, was very modest about 
Chicago Student Segment," a part his short film In The Forest, an 
of the 20th Annua l Chicago emotive piece portraying a young 
Latino Film Festival, Ana Maria boy suffering the loss of his moth-
Solo, director of Latino Cultural er. 
Affairs at Columbia, acknowl- " It's been crazy. It really· took 
edged the lack of Latino pres- me by surprise-people are 
cence in the film community. receiving it really well,'' said 
For four Columbia film stu- Magaiia, who is now in the p~e­
dents, their voices have received production stage for a film he will 
much attention. Beating out 18 shoot this summer. 
competing entries, they gained the Although Alfonso Gutierrez 
opportunity to be a · part of the. was not there to stand in acknowl-
Latino Film Festival, screening edgment of his film, Detras del 
their work at Facets Porion, he received quite an ova-
Cinematheque, 1517 W. Fullerton tion by the roughly 50 people in 
Ave., for two weekends during the attendance of the showcase. His 
tl\ree-week-long festival in addi- third place winner, a vignette 
tio n to the showcase at Columbia. revealing the pressure for a gay 
According to Soto, the criteria Latino boy to remain "behind the 
for entering the festival are that door," showed his promise as a 
the film be made by a Latino stu- filmmaker. 
dent or that it be of a Latino Also part of the student seg-
. theme. Soto was emphatic on the.· ment were the six winners of the 
importance of this, noting that the Latino Art. Beat video competi-
first place winn!=r, Mercedes tion. According to Latino Art 
Cooper, is African-American. Beat President Don Rossi Nuccio, 
Cooper, a second year graduate there were more than 100 films 
student, received first place for .. entered in the contest from high 
her short film Shelf Ufe. · schools around the Chicago area. 
"I was inspired by my car get- The six winners will be cqnsid-
ting broken into," said Cooper o_f ered for schol?rships to enter the 
her narrative about a boy stuck film school at Columbia. 
between his mother and her shady Columbia and Latino Art Beat 
boyfriend, ultimately being driyen have held a partnership since 
to commit a crime. She said the I 998. which has seen many aspir- .. 
highlight of being part of the stu-. ing artists and filmmakers come 
dem segment for Cooper has been up through the ranks, honoring 
meeting other directors and shar- them along the way with more 
ing their experiences as filmmak- than $150,000 in scholarships and 
ers. prizes in 2003 alone . . 
Miguel Barbosa Silveira, a jun- The incentive for high schgol 
lor from Brazil, garnered second and college students is strong 
place honors with his short film, within the Latino community to 
Beautiful March. · have their voiees heard aQd~heir 
"It is so important. It opens the work honored as the. student seg-
door to meet people," Cooper said ment enters its fifth year and con-
of the contacts he has made at the tinues to grow. 
f~tival. (I 
==~~==~==~~==~==~~~~·~ 
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Arts & Entertainment 
Polvo studio brushes the 
'dust' off controversial art 
By Rochelle S Russo 
Staff Writer · 
In the midst of the Chicago an community, 
Polvo An Studio offers more than just wall 
space. 
Polvo, or "dust" translated in English, is an 
alternative an studio in the Pilsen neighbor-
hood that presents contemporary an. installa-
tions, new medi.a, and performance mediums. 
Located at 1458 W. 18th St., Polvo was cre-
ated by Miguel Conez, Jesus Macarena-Avi!a 
and Elvia Rodriguez-Ochoa due to the lack of 
alternative an spaces in Chicago. 
·"The majority of the galleries were restrict-
ed to wall space showing paintings or draw-
ings as opposed to installations and alterna-
tive an," Canez said. 
In search of an outlet to advance the alter-
native an community, Polvo was created in 
1996 and recently moved into its new space 
in August of 2003. 
Displaying somewhat controversial 
exhibits such as those in the current show,-
"Under" by Ayanna Jolivet Mccloud. which 
is .thematic to life and death , and the previous 
exhibit "Tu Casa Es Mi Casa" which was 
based on gentrification -fit into the untradi-
tional realm .that Polvo originates from. 
Conez said when he curates show.s he 
looks at content. As long as they're pushing it 
and it's not just traditional an. I want some-
thing new, fresh and different." 
"Under" reflects the Haitian phrase "anba 
dlo" meaning "under the waters" that sym-
bolizes water separating the living from the 
dead. 
''The people walking around the streets 
.may not be aware of what's happening. But 
they're aware because they see the different 
crowd coming in slowly," Cortez said. ' 'The 
show is about awareness. because how can 
you stop gentrification?" 
Some pieces from "Tu Casa Es Mi Casa" 
that document the gentrification process are 
Jesus Macarena-Avila's series of real estate 
cards mimicking those of Century 21 Real 
Estate with Chicago Mayor Richard M. 
Daley's headshot and text that reads. "Rich 
Daley 18th TIF [Tax Increase Financing] 
Specialist." 
Jaime Mendoza had an installation of a cof-
fee cup dispenser with an image on the cup of 
a running family that represents the minori-
ty's displacement due to urban renewal and 
text below the image that reads, "Invading 
one Barrio [neighborhood] at a time." 
Miguel Cortez was inspired to create a 
sticker of 25th Ward Alderman Danny Sol is 
that reads "Pilsen for Sale" after he read an 
article about a plan to build a high-end hous-
ing project in Pilsen . . 
Alderman Dann'y Solis and Concord· 
Homes Inc., were collaborating to build 132 
two bedroom, two bathroom condominium 
units within 13 buildings along 16th to 18th 
streets on Peoria Avenue that cost as much as 
$280,000. 
" It was obvious who the target was for 
those condos; it wasn't the labor families," 
Cortez said. 
The six-figure housing project was stopped 
due to the Pilsen Alliance which was able to 
attract 200 community re.sident protesters 
against the project 
Hernandez said it is a common theme for 
anists to be blamed when a neighborhood is 
gentrified. Artists seeking cheap rent are 
notorious for making the neighborhood hip-
per and safer. 
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Presenting the very first 
interactive network. 
' If the only connection you have is 
through. the Internet, we invite you 
to come worship with us this Sunday: 
And connectwith something more 
powerful than a computer. 
Students Welcome! 
· Christ the King · 
Lutheran Church, ECLA 
Join us every Sundax at lOam for 
Worship and Holy Communion 
1532 S. Midligan Ave. . 
(Parking available at Old SL Mary's lot) 
312-939-3720 
Pastor Scott Chinburg 
.700 s. federal street, chicago 
"Because we care" 
Studios 
I Bedrooms 
2 Bedrooms 
from $865 
from $1095 
from $1695 
Call about our specials now! 312.427.0200 
The first pan of "Under" includes photo-
graphs of large-scale drawings of water-filled 
holes covering the earth. In addition to 
Ayanna Jolivet Mccloud's images she will 
include a participatory piece entitled "nlan-
gu," which means "separated by water." 
Members at the gallery are asked to place any 
item to represent their. living self on one side 
and an item symbolizing the dead on the other 
side .. 
"You see the changes really close to 
Pilsen," Hernandez said. "When you get 
around UIC ... one week something's printerssquareapts@wallc.com 
knocked down and the next week something 
Polvo recruits a lot of its anists by using 
both the Internet and people off the street 
There are usually one or two group shows a 
year held at Polvo such as the previous exhib-
it, "Tu Casa Es Mi Casa," which explored the 
terrain of the gentrification process in hopes 
of awakening awareness within the Pilsen 
community. 
is up. Artists have always been blamed for waterton property management 
this sort of phenomenon, but there are other L---------------------------=--=--=---' 
issues around it." • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ._. 
Hernandez said he fears all of the Chicago I' : . · ·~ \ 
"Gentrification is happening so fast to the 
Pilsen community people don't have time to 
react," said Hugo Michel-Hernandez, a 
Columbia faculty member and· an artist 
whose work was previously on display at 
neighborhoods eventually turning into the I p I ,. 
same thing based around Starbucks and at s IIIG Dominick's. 
"Chinatown is next I think," Hernandez x, 
said. "I went to school and I can make decent 
money. But some of these people can not do 
·Polvo. -
The purpose of ''Tu Casa Es Mi Casa," 
which ran March 19 through April 10, is to 
bring awareness to the people in the commu-
nity. 
that, so where do they go?" 
Besides opening receptions for new 
exhibits, Polvo is open for public viewing 
every Saturday from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. and by 
appoi/1/ment. For. more information or to 
schedule an appoimme/1/, call (773) 677-
/914. . 
· by Southwest fails to get 
ordinallce. exemption. 
By Clay Reddick e~ough.'Thomas said. but the council needs 
Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin) to bear more input from residents in the 
. area. 
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN; Texas-The Austin "I thought we caught all the loopholes [in 
City Council voted down a proposal April the existing law]," Thomas said. ·•r thought 
'22 to ·exempt the · annual . South by it was pretty tight." · 
Southwest festival ·from a city sound ordi- .The City Council modified the noise ordi-
~ancethat. led to the arrest of an Austin band nance in.Januarj 2003 to refine the existing 
m Mar~h. · . law by setting residential noise limits at 75 
The measure fat led to pass the assembly . decibels and the limit downtown at 85 deci-
on a 3 to 3 yote, where ' a majority was .bels. • . · . · 
r~.Uired. . ,. . . Dunkerley said she didn' t realize' that the 
We -sttll have a pro.blem, satd ordinance could lead to something like the 
Councilman Brewster McCracken. "We Ozomatli.arrests. McCracken said the inci-
didn' t fix it today." dent brou@t to light problems with the law . 
. McCracke~ sponsored the proposal along Austin police arrested Ozomatli members 
Wtth Coun~tlwom~n Betty Dunkerley to and the band's manager on March 18 while 
prevent mctdents like th~ an:ests of me"!- enforcing the city noise ordinance. The 
bers of the band Ozomat!t dunng thts year s band took tlie stage late and played past 2 
South by Southwest festtval. ·• a.m. McCracken said. 
Council members Danny Toomas! Daryl P~lice charged one of the qmsicians with 
Slusher and Raul AJ varez vote<! aga~nst the assaulting a police pfficer. Lawyers are 
changes. Mayor Pro Tem.Jaekte GOodman wprking·to get the charges dropped, accord-
had not yet arrived at the meeting when ttte ing \0 the band. 
vote was Jaken. . . · pzomatli, from ' California, declined a 
It wo~Jd not ~ fatr for 'the counctl to request from McCracken to play at the 
allow thts exceptton for South by Southwest council meeting April Z2 because of the 
and set a precedent for .other annuaJ· ~vents lawsuit, even though the band wa5 'in town 
that travel through Aysttn, Thomas satd. to play a show later'that day. 
Overall the existing ordinapce w.orks well • 
638 S. Clark • 312/427-2320 • Fax 312/427-2616 
Delivery & Carry-Out • Open 11 1til11 All Week 
L • 
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A second helping of 'Kill Bill' 
0 Tarantino and Thurman near perfect wi~h samurai/western film tribute in 'Vol. 2 ' 
Miramax Film Corp. 
Uma Thurman reaches the end of her journey in Tarantino's action-packed 'Kill Bill: Vol. 2.' 
By Mattbew Jaster 
A&E Etitor 
Although critics and audiences 
had mixed reactions to Kill Bill: 
Vol. I, there seemed to be a con-
sistent argument about the mar-
keting campaign. Was it necessary 
to spilt the film into two separate 
parts or was Miramax just trying 
to be clever? 
Kill Bill: Vol. I had enough eye 
candy and action to keep fans 
mildly engaged through most of 
the film. 
Fans expecting to be blown . 
away with the dialogue and quirk-
iness normally associated with 
Quentin Tarantino's work were 
left wi th sword fights and torn 
limbs. Sure it was entertaining, 
but die-hard fans wanted more. 
It appears the first volume was 
simply preparing audiences for 
bigger and better things to come. 
Kill Bill: Vol. 2 has geek chic writ-
ten all over it. 
From the claustrophobic scene 
in a cemetery to the sword fight in 
a trailer, this is Tarantino's best 
:i~[~~:;i 
H o ll ywood 
that could 
combine ele-
ments of 
westerns and samurai fi lms and 
create characters that audiences 
are genuinely interested in. It's no 
mistake that Uma Thurman, 
known only as ' 'The Bride," in the 
fi rst volume, and David 
If you are ready to work foro company that is embracing today's economy with success and prosperity ... then now is the 
lime to consider AIU Online. In fact, AIU Online1S parent company, Career Education Corporation, was recently ranked 
the 2nd fastest growing public company in Chicago by Crain 's Chicago Businen and was also ranked 4th on Fortune 
Mogozine's· list of 1 00 fastest growing companies. 
Leorn more about the exceptional opPortunities that are now available due to recent expansion! 
Admissions Advisors/Inside Sciles 
250 immediate openings in Chicagoll 
At AIU Online, you'll enjoy excellent career advancement opportunities and best·in-class benefits! We ore committed to 
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potenliot find out more today on our web site and apply online ... 
www.aiujobs.com /. 
a . Uonune 
Point your career upward@ 
A , , , I l ' ! I ' ', I '!I ' '! 
Carradine's "Bill," get more char-
acter development the second 
time around. 
Even Michael Madsen and 
Daryl Hannah seem to get more 
attention here than Vivica Fox and 
Lucy Liu did in Vol. I. Tarantino 
even manages to sneak in a couple 
of scenes that have the same car 
crash intensity of the neef)le in 
Pulp Fiction or the ear in 
Reservoir Dogs. 
Toward the end of the film, the 
bloodshed and betrayal are after-
thoughts to a relationship that 
seems to have gone terribl y 
wrong. As Malcolm McLaren pro-
vides the soundtrack with the 
seductive song, "About Her," The 
Bride prepares to confront Bill 
one last time. 
And here's where Tarantino 
truly triumphs with Kill Bill: Vol. 
2. Revenge films are typically 
about hunting down bad guys with 
a six-shooter, a samurai sword or 
maybe just a strategically placed 
chainsaw.lt doesn't matter if 
you're John Wayne, Charles 
Bronson or Clint Eastwood; audi-
ences know what happens in these 
circumstances. 
In Kill Bill: Vol. 2, the end is not 
so obvious. Sure, Thurman has 
come a long way to meet her 
enemy face to face in the final 
confrontation, but is she prepared 
to face her past? 
During this sequence, Carradine 
gets a chance . to lick his acting 
chomps with t~e kind of dialogue 
that originally made Tarantino a 
household name. 
The speech breaks down the 
cultural and social significance of 
Superman vs. Clark Kent and ties 
the who le fi lm together. 
It questions the motivation of 
both Thurman and Carradine's 
characters as they prepare to bat-
tle. 
And though the ending will 
probably make people roll their 
eyes and others cheer, a Tarantino 
film couldn't end any other way. 
Kill Bill: Vol. 2 is far superior to 
the first installment, mainly 
because there's something back-
ing up the action and the intensity 
this time around. At first glance, 
they seem like two different films 
altogether. 
Although the filmmaker might 
come off as egotistical. rash and 
perhaps even cocky, he · knows 
audiences go to the movies to be 
entertained and he knows exactly 
how to provide that. 
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inv~e you and a 
guest to an advance 
saeenilg of 
METALLICA: 
SOME KIND 
OF MONSTER 
on Thursday, April 29 
at 7:30PM in 
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Historic Printers' Row Neighbors Sixth Annual 
Living History Photo Contest & Exhibit 
June 4 through July 3, 2004 
Chicago Community. Bank, Dearborn Station, 47 West Polk 
H istone Printers' Row Neighbors anvucs entries 
to iu sixth ~nnual juned exhibition of photography. 
emphasizing tht: neighborhood's landnurks, culture, 
and evo lution. 
Prizes for Student Entries: Gr.ond P.rou $500 
schofarsh• p: First PrizeS ISO scholarship: Second 
Priu $75 scholarship. 
Prizes for Adu lt a nd Senior Ent ries: Grand 
Prize $250: First Prize $150; Second Priu $75. 
The exhibition will future prize-winning photos and 
stlccttd works of fln~isu. 
Subject of photographs: Photos should allustntc 
life in the neighborhoods of Printers' Row and the 
South Loop (Congrrss to 16th St .. the Chtcago River 
to Lake Michigan) 
Format: Photos should be: finishc~ prints, 
no larger than 16 inches by 20 inchcs, ready for 
matcing and framing. Do nol j rllmL yowr worl 
Submissions: E.ch pho<ognph mus< b< 
accompani~d by a completed entry form, wnh cmrr 
fcC' made payable to Histone Printrri Row N ... •ghbors. 
N o more than t hree submiss1ons JXr penon. 
Entry Fees: Each entry mlUt bt accompamcd by S 10 
for students, seniors, and HPRN mcmbtrs: $20 for 
adult nonmcmbtrs. lmry Jm swppo11 Jtwkr~l ubof.:mb1ps 
Deadline: Photos must be ddivcrC"d, accompan•cd by 
an entry form and payment, by 1:00 pm on May 
1 5, 1004 to Chicago Community Bank, 47 W. Polk. 
Chiago. The bank is OJXO 9·6 M on·fr1; 9-1 Sat. 
Notification: Winners will ~ announced at the 
exhibition opening reception on Friday. June 4. 
Finalists Will be nouficd in advancr. 
For more Information, plcasc conuct ntcnt chair 
Ronnie J;arttt by phone;( 312-786-1132 or 
rj arett@hotmail.com. 
••.•........ •••••• ••• ...... •• ..•..•.••..•....... ••••• .•. .. .. 
u~ II ~fl.clnlft form for tarb tllf'J 
In submiu ing this photo to tht HPRN Photo Conttst, I agrtt 
· This photo is my otiginol wotlc. lf copytightl!d.l om thf! soff! copytlghr ownet. 
•I hove the right to submit this photo and hove obtained any n«essory pl!tmisslons. 
•I grant HPRN unlimited. nonexclusive usoge rights. including the right to publish, display, 
or reproducf! the photo in ony printed or electronic form. 
· Prints b«omf! the propetty of HPRN and will not be returned 
0 Adult $20 0 Student at 
0 Senior or HPRN member S 10 
Evening phone: ( 
Signature: 
$10 
( 
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The Spring Collection. iPod 
Introducing iPod in:, the world's smallest 1,000 song player. 
Five new colors. For Mac and Windows. The world's most popular digital 
music player. 
8rowtc. 
ht• .. • 
Se,thn<JI 
""""''"' 
iPod in,. Discounted for Students: $229 
·~r. 'Jr--~"•'' 
;• 
t r1 ., , , ,r- -.,.s tl• 
Power Mac GS 
The world's fastest 
personal computer, 
now with 64-bit 
technology. 
Starting at $1S99.00 
PowerBook G4 
Portable power in 
three outstanding sizes-
12-, 15-, and 17-inches. 
Starting at $1399.00 
iMac 
Choose your size-
15-, 17-, or 20-inch 
flat panel displays, 
all on an amazing 
adjusting neck. 
Starting at $1199.00 
iBook 
Laptop size and 
portability for the 
masses. 
Starting at $949.00 
eMac 
Our most affordable 
Mac, now available 
with a DVD-burning 
SuperDrive. 
Starting at $749.00 
15, 20, or 40GB 
3,700, 5,000, or 
10,000 songs 
From $269 
... 
, 
" 
MIHU 
With Student Discount 
Get an ilife. 
Every Mac ships with these award-winning 
applications installed - at no extra cost. 
Introducing GarageBand 
GarageBand turns your Mac into an anytime, anywhere 
recording studio packed with hundreds of instruments and 
a recording engineer or two for good measure. It's the 
easiest way to create, perform and record your own music 
whether you're an ;tCCOmplished player or just wish you 
were a rock star. You can add your original music to your 
slldeshows, your DVO menus, burn it to COs or score your 
iMovie projects. 
The new iMovie 
One of those rare applications that actually changes people's 
lives, iMovie has singie-handedly made cinematographers 
out of parents, grandparents, students, teachers, small 
business owners and many other people just like you who, 
before iMovie, never Imagined themselves producing a 
movie. Let alone half a dozen or more. 
• The new iDVD 
There's no easier way to create Hollywood-quality OVOs and 
share your photos, movies and music with friends, family, 
classmates and colleagues than with iOVO 4. Offering tighter 
drag-and-drop integration with the other apps in the iUfe 
suite, IOVO also gives you breathtaking themes, new 
slideshow options, higher quality longer length OVOs, and 
innovative organizational tools. 
Rtquirts a SuptrDrive-tquipptd Mac. 
• r(" 
The new iTunes 
Recognized as the world's best digital music jukebox. 
Acclaimed as the leader against which all online music 
stores are judged. iTunes continues to delight, offering music 
lovers the easiest way to manage the music they own and 
the absolutely best way to discover and purchase even more 
music. as well as audiobooks . 
The new i"Photo 
Whether you have twenty or twenty thousand digital 
photos, !Photo 4 keeps track of them all, automatically 
organizing them so you can find them fast. Lightning fast. 
Easy to use, I Photo puts you In charge of your photographs 
- helping you import them, Ofganlze them into albums. 
enhance their appearance, as well as. share them in print, via 
email. over the web and in stunning coffee--table books. 
For more information, or to take advantage of exclusive Higher Education pricing. please visit: 
, . 
• Authorized Reseller 
The Apple Store @ Columbia College 
623 S. Wabash, Suite 205 
Phone: 312.344.8MAC 
http:/ /www.colu m.edu/applestore/ 
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Lettennan writer's script 
turns heads in Holl~ood 
By Matthew Jaster 
A&E Editor 
"Bur what I really want to do is 
write." 
. While .some spend years fiSJ,t-
mg arthnus and self-depredation 
to get through the 17th draft of a 
manuscript, others never make it 
past the first chapter. Bill Scheft 
has managed to do both, and the 
secret to his success is a combina-
tion of luck and perseverance. 
Scheft grew up in Boston and 
studied Latin and Greek at 
Harvard University. ''I'm not sure 
why exactly, I guess I thought the 
church was going to comeback," 
Scheft said. Although his studies 
seemed unusual, he believes it 
was the best training to be a writer. 
His career began at the Times 
Union (Albany. N.Y.) where he 
started to put his writing to the 
test "It's not some of God's best 
work,'' Scheft said. An interest in 
stand-up comedy led him to New 
York City. 
Scheft passed up an audition for 
Catch a Rising Star comedy club 
m New York City and worked 
with a who's who of comedians 
including Jerry Seinfeld, Larry • 
David, Paul Reiser and a 17-year-
old Chris Rock. 
" I submitted work for 'Late 
Night with David Lettennan' five 
times," Scheft said. 'The sixth 
time I wrote jokes and they hired 
me.'' He started work as a mono-
logue writer for the show on NBC 
and moved with Lettennan to 
CBS. Scheft officially left the 
show earlier this year. 
During his stint with Lettennan, 
Scheft began work on a novel in 
1995. According to Scheft, ihe 
book was over 100,000 words 
~i~ 80,?<JO of the words being 
'!. Whtle some thought it was 
hilarious, they wanted to know 
why there wasn't a plot Scheft 
thought he would include one the 
second time around. 
Originally titled "Say Nephew" 
Scheft wrote I 00 pages and thdn 
gave up on the m'!Jluscript After 
hts agent read the beginning of the 
book, Scheft was urged to finish 
what he had started. Four years 
later m 2003, The Ringer was 
released at Harper Collins. · 
"!didn't go on 'Oprah,' but the 
book dtd very well,'' Scheft sald. 
The Ringer is loosely based on 
his experience playing softball for 
20 years and his relationship with 
h,is uncle, Herbert Warren Wind, 
the famous golf writer. 
'The great thing about writing 
fiction is that you can create the 
reality you need,'' Scheft said. 
'The character of College Boy in 
the book is about 20 percent me 
but he's taller and has a bett~ 
arm.'' 
Peter Grunwald, an independ-
ent producer, brought the book to 
Crossroads productions ~ith the 
hope of turning it into a movie. 
Scheft wanted to take a crack at 
the screenplay. 
"People in Hollywood assume 
you can only do what they've seen 
you do, so they were hesitant at 
first," Scheft said. "My first draft 
was something li ke 212 pages." 
Scheft cut about 90 pages from 
the script the second time around. 
While most screenwriters have a 
terrible time getting rid of their 
material, it never really bothered 
him. 
' They're just jokes," Scheft 
said. "It's not anything I wasn't 
used to doing as a comedy writer.'' 
MGM!United Artists Studios 
read the draft and was very satis-
fied with the final product Scheft 
was officially a working screen-
writer in the movie business an 
occupation he was a bit hesi~t to 
pursue. 
"! don't think I'm emotionally 
eqwpped to handle this industry" 
Scheft said . . "But the gf'e?! thi~g 
about adaptmg a novel into a 
screenplay is that you already 
know how it's going to end." 
For now, Scheft plays the wait-
ing game as the production com-
pany attempts to cast the film. In a 
perfect world, Sclieft would have 
John Cusack, Diane Lane and 
Gene Hackman as the three m<lin 
characters from his novel. 
Overall, he's very pleased with the 
way the company is handling the 
film. 
'They're not being oily or 
cheap, and I appreciate that; they 
want the New York stuff filmed in 
New York instead of Canada." 
Scheft said. "Once they lock in a 
director, things will start to happen 
very quickly." 
Scheft has no immediate plans 
to become a full-time screen-
writer, he'd rather write novels. 
. "I'm a week away from finish-
mg my second novel,'' Scheft said. 
"It's essentially about a record col-
lector trying to get an old band 
back together." 
. And will a second screenplay be 
tn the works upon the novel's 
release? Time will only tell. 
Earning credits over summer. Smart. 
Actually learning while earning them. 
Smarter. 
F~rst SesSion 
FIVe Weeks 
6/1104 'to 712104 
Second SesSion 
E1ght Weeks 
6/14/04 to 8/6/04 
Tri10n College has some of the 
most highly rated f.1c uhy and 
facilities in the state. Credit 
transfer agreements with over 
60 colleges and universi ties make 
Triton the smarter choice for 
summer learning. 
Call 1-800-942-7404, betw<cn 
April 19th and April 30th to 
rrgimr toll-frer, or rrgister online. 
DfrJ Triton u COLL EGE 
2000 C:if1h Avenue 
HivN Grove, JL 60171 
www.trilun.tdu 
Arts & Entertainment 
They're 'MmmBack' 
0 Former teen heartthrobs Hanson take a shot at indie rock scene 
By Jamje Murnane . rnJ it's the first single titled, "Penny & Me." 
A&E E<itor Taylor actually sounds somewhat like the 
At first, we were intrigued and entertained indie rock musician he's trying so hard to be. 
by them-some of us even adored them-the All !hrc:e brothers are trying so hard to pull off 
young Tulsa, Okla., brothers who played the mdte rock tmage that it's ridiculous. They 
mustc for the masses with perhaps too much even went so far as to show off how "hip" 
enthusiasm. Eventually and thankfully, we MUSIC they've become and included a photo of each 
grew out of that scary childhood phase. But, of their feet on the inside of the CD. Not sur-
the brothers haven't grown out of playing music. prisingly, they're all sporting black, old-school 
Seven years after the world was "MMMBop"ped to ~on verse sneakers. This, of course, should be proof of 
death, the princes of infectious pop music, otherwise JUSt how unconventional the musical trio has 
know~ as Hanson, are back. And, what's this, they've become-right? Wrong. 
gone tndte? As shocking as it may seem, it's true. Astde from thetr psuedo-hip image and high-pitched 
Underneath, the trio's fi rst vocals, there are some good things 
release smce 2000's This Time ..,,.,..,., about the album, For starters, it 
Around tanked, was released last doesn't have "MMMBop" on it. 
week on. the band's own. label, And also, it appears little brother 
?CG ( whtch stands.ror thetr song Zac, the drummer, has grown into 
'Three. Car Garage ). some ktller vocal chords. He sings 
The 1dea for the independently on two of the group's songs 
released album . came when all :·Broken Angel,'' a near tear-jerk: 
the other maJOr labels had mg (tf tt weren't for laughing over 
enough of Ha~son not living up the Converse ad) ballad, and 
to thelf ktddte pop hits. Of "Misery,'' on which his voice eeri-
course, accordtng to Ha~son's ly resembles that of Coldplay's 
webs1te, the group and thetr for- Chris Martin. 
mer Ia be!. reached . a "creative The real kicker is that Matthew 
crossroad and dectded to part Sweet co-wrote the title track 
ways. In any case, Hanson's "Underneath," but even he couldn'i 
father/mana~er then advtsed the save the band. If the guys were 
group to go 11 alone--:and they did. smart, or if their father were smart, they'd stick Taylor 
Undemearh makes It clear that Taylor, 21 , Issac, 23, behmd the drum set or trade him to the Backstreet 
and Zac, ,18, have really grown-physically and musi- Boys where he belongs and bring Zac up front to take 
cally. It s no question that these boys have talent; over the singing. · 
r===----------.. while the album's In March, 
music transcends Details magazine 
the kiddie pop went so far as to 
MMBoppin ' the say "Nobody fig-
group was once ured that maybe, 
overly famous for, just maybe 
Taylor's voice, for rock's savior 
the most part, still would be 
sounds like he has- Hanson." That 
n ' t gone through must have been 
puberty. That's a before they actu-
scary thought, con- ally heard the 
sidering the middle album, because 
Hanson is the one Underneath is 
married with a not nearly as 
child. There is one "MMMRock" as 
exception on the it was intended 
album, however- to be. 
Jack Black 
• ;,1 ? 
SUCCeSs diCtn't 
go to his h•d, 
ttwentto 
his neighbor. 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Rustler's rope 
6 Choir part 
10 Rounds or clips 
14 Andes people 
. 15 Current 
16 Sudden attack 
17 Phoebe and 
Hank 
18 Tried partner? 
19 Kill partner? 
20 Jordan's 
nickname 
21 Feelings of 
repugnance 
24 Dispatched 
26 Slice of a circle 
27 Pop 
28 Competitions for 
cowboys 
31 Pampas lasso 
35 Dispense 
39 Smell 
40 Beauty ;~nd 
tanning spots 
41 Resortto 
subterfuges 
43 Mr. Knievel 
44 Blood poisoning 
46 Made over 
48 Keaton and Ladd 
49 • Town" 
51 Toand _ 
52 Building 
extensions 
56 Aloof 
61 Indeed 
62 Examination 
63 Colorado 
tributary 
64 Display 
66 lnau~uration 
highloght 
67 Churchill's 
successor 
68 Strainer 
69 NElA players 
70 Antarctic sea 
71 Mod~l 
DOWN . 
t Hartman and 
Kudrow 
2 Comic-strip 
orphan 
3 Derision 
4 Viewed 
5 Peak In Thessaly 
6 Reinforced 
• 
7 Yellowish pink 
shade · 
8 Dinner course 
9 Slammin' 
Sammy 
10 Catholic 
jurisdiction 
11 Haleakala 
· Crater's island 
12 Deep, slimy soil 
t 3· Some poems 
22 Lowest points 
~; ~~~~ P,~~tions 
29 Lennon 's Yoko 
30 Narrow-minded 
partisans 
32 First man 
33 Author Morrison 
34 Sector 
35 Simon Says 
player 
36 Jazz pianist 
Brubeck 
37 Sitcom equine 
38 Thick-skinned 
mammals 
42 Hot jewelry? 
Solutions 
lj 3 s 0 d . s s 0 lj s 0 lj d 
3 1\ 3 I s • N 3 a 3 H J. v 0 
A V lj lj 
"· 
v 1 I 0 J. s 3 J. 
v 3 A. H S I ~ ~ 0 a N 'It J. s 
s 1 1 3 0 lj ~ lj n o 
s 3 N V 1 a a 1 a 3 lj 
V I 1"4 3 ~ I J. d 3 s 1 3 A 3 
3 N v ~ I H ~ s lj 0 1 lj v d 
lj 0 a o lj 3 J. s I N 11"4 a v 
v J. V I lj s 0 3 a 0 lj ••• a v a 
s 3 I H J. v d 
3 tl n ~ 3 n 
a 1 v tl N 0 
ow 1"4 v s s 
45 Talks feebly 
47 Flop 
50 Slugger Maris 
53 Ancient harps 
54 Part of AWOL 
55 "Long, Tall 
Glasses" singer 
~ tl v J. N 3 s
I J. N V lj I v · 
tl J. SM 0 N S 
d n s v ~ N I 
v 8 0 s s v 1 
56 Wait.a minute! 
57 Rip 
58 Concerning 
59 Dog's name 
60 Fastener with a 
bolt 
65 de Janeiro 
All Areas! No Brokers! 
1-877 -FOR-RENT 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
Make Money taking Online Surveys Earn $10-$125 for 
Surveys Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit www.cash4stu-
dents.com/colurncol · 
Summer Jobs -Tour Guides, Sales People & Trolley Masters. 
We are currently looking for enthusiastic entertainers to give an 
exciting city tour atop our Double Decker Buses, energetic per-
sons to sell tour tickets, and accomodating individuals to direct 
passengers on the free trolley system. Stop by our office, send us 
an email, or call for more information. Chicago Trolley 615 W. 
41st Street Chicago, IL 60609 773-648-5000 
Medical Contracting Services, Inc. is accepting resumes for 
our Summer Sales Internship Program. The internship pays 
$12/hour. Hours are Mon-Thurs 8-4pm. Applicants must have 
senior status and reliable form of transportation. Please email 
resumes to internship@medicalcontracting.com or call 800-388-
5581 ext 456 for more information. 
Get the "bleep" out of the cold! Mexico/Carribean only $125 
· each way all taxes included. Other worldwide destinations cheap. 
Book on-line www.airtech.com or (2 12) 219-7000. 
got work? 
Local office of National firm filling positions in Chicago. 
Customer sales/service so must have good people ·skills. 
$14 Base-Appointment Guaranteed Pay 
Conditions Exist- Training Provided- Flexible Schedules 
All Majors May Apply - Secure a Summer.Position 
Get more information or apply at 
·www.4colle~ework.com/chi 
or ~all ASAP! 
(773) 866-1608 
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vote 
Online, at Oasis! 
Anytime, Anywhere! From home, a computer lab, or even The Hun 
You c-.m also visit The HUT (Helping Unity Thrive), in the lobby of 623 S. 
W~ash Ave., and vote at one of the many laptops! look fur the HUT right next 
tn the eJevatnrs! 
Simply go to: 
http://cccjbar.rolum.cdu:90<W 
click on the student button 
Vote Jor your favorite t'alldidate using your Oasis ID and Password! 
Whet.l you log in, simply click on VOTING in the left-hand column and 
the rest is self explanatory! 
Write-in Candidates should deliver their submissions to the 
Director of Student leadership Dominic Cottone, ll04 ·S. 
Wabash Ave. Suite 1000. 
Results will be available Monday, May 10! Get out 
and VOTE! 
DELIT,A."H:'S 
277::1.. N . . Li:n..coi:n.. * (773> 472-277::1.. 
FREE -POOL 
, The May 3rd 
· edition of: 
.. 
i 
. ''5th Annucll 
Fiction Supplement' ' 
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Get paid .... 
WORKING AT THE AWARD-WINNING 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE GIVES YOUR RESUME A 
SOLID FOUNDATION. 
yYRITE: CRICHERT@COLUM.EDU. 
VISIT: 623 S. WABASH, SUITE 
Come enjoy our · 
mouthwateriitg specials . 
616 S •. DEARBORN 
CHICAGO, IL 60605 
using the South Beach Diet plitn. They •reltem5 that 5houlcla ..... 
April26 2004 37 
What: A discussion about the. explosion of interest 
in-and ink devoted to-the culinary arts. 
When: Friday, April 30 from 1 o a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Where: The Hilton Chicago, 720 s. Michigan Ave., 
Warldorf & Astoria rooms (3rd floor) 
Tickets: $5 for CCC students; $25 for the general 
public 
Food tasting begins at 10 a.m. 
Michigan- Baserpent 
on.- Tliurs. 8-6, Fn. 8-3 
watercress, napa cabbage pea pods, water chestnuts, broccoli, 
bean sprouts, carrots, noodles, peanuts, ginger sesame dressing 
Panlnl $4.00 
Ham, salami, pepperoni, roasted red peppers, provolone 
Served w/ potato chips 
Soup: Mon - Beef Noodle 
Tues - Cheddar Vegetable 
Wed - French Onion 
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Something old ••• 
0 Vintage rock 'n' roll T-shirt collectors' scavenging pays off in a big way 
By Wendy Navratil 
Chicago Tribune 
(KRT) CHICAGO-They don't 
really call him '"The Seeker"-to 
borrow a line from The Who-but 
he has been searching low ahd 
high. 
With far less struggle, Jason 
Labrosse trafficked in vintage rock 
T-shirts before vintage rock T-shirts 
were cool. 
Not so cool that prices had 
reached $250 for a peeling 1981 
Rolling Stones concen tour T, any-
way. And not so hot that Labrosse's 
suppliers-leaky warehouses, rural 
flea markets- had nearly run dry. 
··Everybody wants them now," 
said Labrosse, who co-owns the 
store Land of the Lost in Chicago 
with Dan and Heather Cain. "We 
go out almost every morning look-
ing for them; we have our secret 
places. They're getting really hard 
to find." 
Of course, their work is reward-
ed more richly now. On this day, a 
scout from Los Angeles walked in 
and nearly cleaned out Land of the 
Lost's supply of Michael Jackson 
T's, which she intended to resell at 
her store in L.A. 
Their broader popularity is a 
branch of the "statement-T' trend. 
It's also about nostalgia, comfon 
and elaborate graphics. 
Most aficionados are on a quest 
for "the perfect fade," Labrosse 
said. typically on a tissue-thin 
poly/colton blend, which is one 
indication of vintage authenticity. 
(Sometimes, copyright dates also 
are in fine print near the corner of 
the shin's design.) 
Online, at one recent check, 
eBay had 350 T's for sale from . 
bands such as Bon Jovi, Journey 
and Black Sabbath , from $Ito $60. 
The San Diego-based Vintage 
Vantage website at www.vin-
tagevantage.com offered a 1978 
Stones Oakland concert shirt, 
which says "Happy birthday 
Mick!" on the back-for $7,800. 
"I'm negotiating to buy an origi-
nal Beatles shin from '64," Vintage 
Vantage emperor John Keddie said. 
"You have to be careful about old 
Beatles shirts, though, beca'use 
many of the ones circulating are 
fakes." 
Hot authentic ones now are Guns 
'N Roses, AC/DC, Quiet Riot, the 
C<1rs, Bruce Springsteen, 
Aerosmith and Peter Frampton, 
Labrosse said, as well as the more 
obscure lggy Pop and MC5. 
(Disciples of that early- '70s 
Detroit band flamed Jennifer 
Aniston for wearing an MC5 shin 
on "Friends." It was a reproduction 
from Levi's, which has a license to 
the logo. and MC5 fans doubted 
she was one of them.) 
But repro-retros have their fans 
South {Ax)p Cominuedfrom From Page . 
Parkway, the entrance to the South 
Loop has become in recent years an 
educational hub, with upward of 
50,000 students in the area. As a 
result, the building fits right into the 
city's plans for the neighborhood. 
'This IS pan of Mayor Daley's 
vision for creating an academic cor-
ridor and to bring more life to the 
area," said Chicago Depanment of 
Pla!)ning and Development 
spokesman Peter Scales. "It will 
all<lw students to become residents 
of.the area, and help create a greater 
sense of community and activity." 
"I think 'what will happen, and 
one of the reasons why the ci ty has 
been excited about the project was 
the presence of 1,700 students liv-
ing in the community," said Ben 
Gall, former Columbia executive 
vice president and current consult-
ant for the University Center of 
Chicago. "We can expect a lot of 
the storefronts and empty lots [in 
the area] will be developed in the 
next 10 years. and their owners will 
be marketing to the students." 
For some, increased activity and 
an influx of students are only likely 
to expand on an already vital and 
'imponant creative community that 
exists in the area. 
"What I hope to sl:e is that resi-
dential life in Columbia is centered 
on the urban experience in the arts, 
and students can revel in spoken 
word and poetry and bands and 
dance and theater and all that's 
immediately available to them," 
said Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs. "Something like 
this has never existed in this coun-
try. Now we can talk about the idea 
of cr~ating an 'ans corridor' along 
Wabash. We want this area to stay 
funky, urban, lively, and centering 
on the arts and culture." 
One of the keys to creating a live-
ly sense of community is the need 
for increased retail, a neighborhood 
asset that the South Loop has been 
lacking in the eyes of many. 
Outside of the perennial student 
complaint that there are "no good 
places to eat on campus," success-
ful neighborhoods also need other 
types of shopping opponunities to 
attract and keep residents. 
On that score, the South Loop is 
changing as well. 
Across the street from the 
Ed Boll, senior director for U.S. Equities Student Housing, 
explains that students living In the 'superdorm' will hear minimal 
noise from tho el. 
at stores like Urban Outfillers and 
Hot Topic. T-Shin Deli, (n Chicago 
has decals that can be ironed on. 
T-shins from a California com-
pany called Trunk Ltd., featuring 
Tom Petty, Yes and others, have 
flown out of the Chicago store 
Active Endeavors. At one check, 
the store had sold out of all but a 
few Kiss ones in long sleeves-
even at $92. In shan ~leeves a sin-
gle Beatles one remained ($80). 
They recur on the covers of mag-
azines. Meg Ryan wore a Trunk T, 
featuring Motley Crue, in the 
March issue of Jane. 
"They're very comfortable; I 
think that has more to do with [the 
popularity] than anything," said 
Active Endeavors sales associate 
Paul Eggers. "People like to layer 
them." 
But when it's the real thing, 
there's nothing quite like it for 
Labrosse. 
"I was at a flea market and met a 
guy who took me to this huge ware-
house," he said. '"There was literal-
ly rain falling on the boxes from the 
leaky roof. I noticed a box in the 
comer and it said 'rock shirts.' He 
punched a hole in the cardboard 
and staned pulling out Kiss, Van 
Halen, Fleetwood Mac, Rush. I 
was j ust like, I won the lonery right 
there. 
'"They're gone now. All sold 
out." · 
Wabash Campus Building, 623. S. 
Wabash Ave., the Chicago 
Christian Industrial League is 
building an eight-story single-
room-occupancy building with 
room for retail space on the ground 
floor. According to Denis O'Keefe, 
executive officer, almost all of the 
building's available retail space will 
be occupied by food vendors. 
"At this point, five of available 
seven spaces are leased to food 
operations," he said. "Plus, we are 
in negotiation with two other food 
operators for the remaining 
spaces." 
The superdorm is expected to 
contain upward of 30,000 square 
feet of retail space, single-handedly 
adding a significant chunk of retail 
to the area. 
Without citing specifics, Mark 
Pranaitis, associate vice president 
for real estate at DePaul University, 
said a mix of food and other types 
of shopping in the building is 
expected. 
'The types of retai l leases that 
we' re working on right now include 
a bookstore, a convenience store, a 
sandwich shop and deli, a soup and 
bread-type store, and full service 
nationwide drug s_torc," he said. 
"We sti ll have a couple of spaces 
left, but I believe that three or four 
of the seven or eight (uvuilublel 
spaces will probably occupied by 
early September.'' 
Muny expect such retail to be 
critical to the urea's success. 
"Presh retail space in the South 
Loop wi ll haven huge impact," suid 
Eve Kronen, munuging broker for 
Coldwell Dunker 's Printers' Row 
office at Dearborn Stution; 47 W. 
Polk St. "Ilopefully, it will include 
someth ing other thun fast food.'' 
£lven the businesses already in 
the urea can expect to sec chungo 
when the superdorm comes online. 
Nick Vrunus, one of the owners of 
lhe South Loop Club on the ~orner 
City Beat 
Charles KuslllnellrTheCilrcride. 
Spring h~ aniv9d in 'Qhicago,-and the city's 
ted with'blossoming plants, as'Seen:t\f:lre ifl'~rtvi••w .• nf:tln<.\' ·~::, 
. ' AON center, 200 E! Ra,ndolph St., from Mic:n·icffill~A"I8i:ltiA;•~·if 
l ' . ~. 
of Balbo Drive and State Street, 
believes that his business i~ likely 
to benefit. "When you've got 1,700 
students," he said, "if you get 5 per-
cent of them in a place holding 76 
people, that's a lot." 
Some of the businesses currently 
in the area, however, are likely to be 
affected in different ways. 
Representatives from one of . the 
longest-standing and most venera-
ble of these, the Pacific Garden 
Mission, 646 S. State St., sees the 
chance to create greater ties 
between a new group of residents 
and the men and women the mis-
sion serves. 
"We encourage students to 
approach us," said Chaplain Ervin 
McNeil. "We' ll tell them our histo-
ry and introduce ourselves. I'm cer-
tain that as students-move in and we 
get to know them, there'll be plenty 
of opportunity for getting together. 
We've been here since 1923, and 
we've seen some changes [in the 
urea]. We look forward to getting to 
know these students." 
The potential for conflict among 
a new group of students, many of 
w,hom may not have lived in an 
urban environment before, and 
residents of neighborhood institu-
tions such as the Pacific Garden 
Mission or the Chicago Christian 
Industrial League single-room-
occupancy housing seems low on 
the list of expectations for many in 
the community. 
Part of the reason, said Ed Bell, 
senior director for U .S. Equities 
Student Housing, which is manag-
ing the superdorm, is the sense of 
ownership thut lhe University 
Center expects to foster among the 
students who reside there. 
"We hope a number of the stu-
dents end up living here 12 
months of the your. so it becomes 
homo and they develop a sense of 
ownership," he said. "Hopefully, 
they won't trent it like a rental Cftr, 
and tliey' tiV't<iY~~ft-~e's 
where I live, where~ nee<fto feel 
comfonable, and not j\l.st a place 
to sleep.' . , • 
'There are a lot of stakeholders 
involved in the process," he contin-
ued, "and not j)ISt students and edu-
cators. Police aod firefighters, for 
example-:-if they have to make less 
runs as the neighborhood stabilizes, 
they' ll feel that much better about 
us. Our gauge on how successful 
we are will be how people begin to 
report back about out efforts." 
As one of the three schools 
involved in the project, Columbia. 
may have a special mission in help-
ing to shape the direction the neigh-
borhood goes in the coming years. 
"There's a growing recognition 
that Columbia can't be· ignored," 
Kelly said. "Not just from the 
superdorrn, but from the size and 
5eale of everything we're involved 
in. It's sort of like a wake-up call 
for us, and I think we' re an emerg-
ing campus and beginning to influ-
ence the area around us. · 
"Here's what I see as the poten-
tial: we can create a real campus, 
because all of these things feed on 
each other-<>ur size, our program· 
ming, the residential student popu· 
lation," he said. "We can start 
throwing around· our weight, and 
we can start influencing develop-
ment in this area." 
The excitement of a changing 
neighborhood has Kelly, thinking 
big. 
"Sometimes I think our goal is to 
be like< Greenwich Village [in New 
York] or the Left Bank [in Paris]," 
he said. "Wh11t we want is tor this 
to be a place of bookstores nnd cot~ 
fee houses and aalleries and 
HotHouse and Buddy Guy's and 
Powcll's-and instead of those 
things just being entities unto them-
selves, we c11n · pull these thin11s 
together nnd create something lnrs· 
er than Its p!lrts." 
City Beat 
Village goes residential 
0 New retail, housing indicative of developing community around UIC 
Bv Marrianne Lyles 
Staff Writer 
With Chinatown, Litlle Italy 
and Greektown within a few 
blocks, and historic facades on 
most of the buildings, the 
Universi ty Village has been a 
prospective residential area for 
many in Chicago. Now it's 
becoming more of an established 
community with retail taking up 
more than 35 percent of the units. 
The span of land starting on 
Roosevelt Road and Halsted 
Street was once known for its 
blues music and Maxwell Street 
Market. For the past three years, 
developers have worked with the 
University of Illinois at Chicago 
to build a living environment. 
Officials from UIC wants to get 
rid of the commuter college stig-
ma and attract students to resi-
dences on campus. While there 
are dormitories and designated 
affordable housing, many of the 
units, which are condominiums 
and town homes, range in price 
from $143,000 to more than 
$700,000. 
Mark Rosati, associate chancel-
lor of Public Affairs at UIC, said 
University Village is a compro-
mise between the city and the 
school. 
"The South Campus program 
was meant to meet a number of 
needs. It needs to meet the needs 
of the campus and the communi-
ty," Rosati said. 
Larry Justice, project executive 
for the South Campus 
Development Team concurs with 
Rosati . 
"We're creating a variety of 
retail mix that will support the 
student life and a desirable retail 
environment," Justice said. 
Barbara's Bookstore, which was 
added recentl y, is an example of 
business intended more for VIC's 
students. UIC and University 
Village's development team 
approached Barbara's Bookstore 
about coming into their space. 
''The bookstore is completely 
appropriate for students and for 
VIC's campus," Rosati said . 
Even though retail is supposed 
to meet two different parties' 
needs, Rosati said there has not 
been any conflict in the decision-
making process. Already a third 
of the 120,000 square feet of retail 
space has been filled. Caribou 
Coffee and Jamba Juice opened in 
the fall . MidAmerica Bank 
recently opened and the only 24-
hour business, a 7-Eleven, has 
staked its ground in University 
Village. 
But for 7 -Eleven's owner, 
Edmond Thomas, business has 
not been what he expected for the 
location. Thomas said sinage reg-
ulations between UIC and the 
developers are hurting his bottom 
line. Currently, there is only one 
sign on the front of the store, but 
nothing on the street to stop peo-
ple passing by. 
Justice said there are guidelines 
Congress Continued from Back Page 
Meigs Field, which was originally 1950s and its terminus into 
sketched as a lakefront park. Congress, engineers were faced 
In the plan, Burnham and with carving out for an expanded 
Bennett envisioned Congress Congress Parkway, which includ-
Parkway as the central spine of the ed demolishing certain buildings. 
city. With pedestrian-friendly Such demolitions account for 
streets and access to railroad ter- the unusual nature of end cap lots 
minals, the then-narrow street was at certain intersections-such as 
envisioned as a grand entranceway the B.P. Gas Station at Congress 
into Grant Park, hence its "park- and Dearborn Street and the park-
way" designation. ing lot on the southeast comer of 
Until the 1950s, the South Side Congress and Plymouth Court. 
Rail Line terminated at a stop In the case of existing struc-
above Congress Parkway in the tures, engineers were faced with 
alley that now separates the eliminating sidewalks on the for-
University Center of Chicago and merly pedestrian friendly street to 
Columbia 's 33 E. Congress capitalize on all of the available 
Parkway Building. space. The solution was to carve 
The rail line was built in 1892 in out the first floor of some existing 
part to facilitate the thousands of buildings to enable arcade-style 
tourists heading to the Columbian sidewalks. 
World's Exposition , which also Examples of such treatment 
was partially designed by include the Louis Sullivan's his-
Burnham and serves as toric Auditorium Theater at 430 S. 
Columbia's namesake. Michigan Ave., the Congress 
But with the construction of the Hotel and Convention Center at 
Interstate Highway 290 in the 520 S. Michigan Ave. and 
• A l4•year-ofd girl re'y6rt~­
ly was · kidnapped by three 
female$ on the street near Staf9' 
St;eet and Roosevelt Road, on 
A'jlrll 19 at 7~50 a.m. The gi.rl 
allegedly commupica!ed with 
her mother during the kldopp-
ping by sending text messages 
through her cell phone. The case 
i' now in the hands of the Area 
Four Detective Division. 
• ,, A theft was reported at 
Columlji!'S Alexandroff Campus 
Ceil~ 600 S. Michigan Ave., on 
April lS between n6on and 12:05 
p.nJ.; No one has been taken into 
~tod .n connection with this 
• iB J)'lan was an-est-d robBery, ~~ the 
Pantcy, 899 S . 
P rt, on April 14 at 
1:57 a.m. ,N'o ope has been taken 
Jnt9 custody io connection with 
thfs incidenL 
• A 38-year-old man of the 600 
bi9Ck of South State Street was 
arrested and taken into custody for 
a theft ~hat occurred atJewei-Osco, 
1224 S. Wabash Ave., on April 17 
at 2:50a.m. 
that every tenant must follow, but 
they are not overly restrictive. 
"We're trying to make signs fit 
the streetscape. We don 't want 
huge signs that conflict with the 
overall character of the area," 
Justice said. 
Sign age is just one issue Thomas 
feels contributes to ?-Eleven's 
woes. He said his business is strug-
gling, especially with the $6,500 a 
month rent for the space. 
' 'This is ridiculous. You can't 
even make a living with what's 
coming in and the rent I have to 
pay," Thomas said. 
He also is concerned about this 
summer's numbers. He believes 
that with many students leaving 
during the summer, it will only 
lead to fewer customers and sales. 
Things could tum around for 
Thomas because the units are not 
yet completely filled. University 
Village is currently selling units in 
the first two phases of the project. 
Of the 661 units in phases one and 
two, 93 percent are sold out. 
They will introduce the next 
phase in spring 2005. The South 
Campus Development Team con-
tinues to talk to potential busi-
nesses to move into their spaces. 
Some possibilities are an assort-
ment of ethnic restaurants, bars, 
flower shops and different athletic 
stores. University Village repre-
sentatives hope that there is a 
shop for every person in the com-
munity after retail development is 
finished. 
Columbia's 33 E. Congress 
Parkway Building. 
The result was a dampening 
down of the street's pedestrian 
access and a mish mash of build-
ing styles and facades. 
Dennis McClendon, one of the 
board of directors of Friends of 
Downtown, said the relatively new 
age of the street means it's experi-
encing an "ungainly adolescence." 
"I don' t have to stand up here 
and tell you Congress Parkway 
was underutilized as a civic gate-
way," said President Brad H. 
Winick, who served as an emcee 
for the event. Winick said he 
hoped the event "symbolizes the 
handoff" from the advisory coun-
cil to the city. 
Suggestions include pragmatic 
solutions-such as clearer signage 
indicating the freeway's end- to 
admittedly grandiose plans such 
as turning the shuttered Old Post 
Office into a regional transporta-
tion hub complete with heliport 
• A theft was reported at 
Columbia's Wab~h Campus 
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave .. on 
Apri.l 19 belween 7 p:rn. and 7:45 
p.m. No one has been taken into 
custody io connecl:lon with tills 
lncident. 
. ~t:·· ~ ,,; 
• A 3();year-otd\vl>~ was sex-
~IIY assaulted at gt.Ulpoint by a 
man estimated to beAO years old 
on April 17 at 10:17 p.m. on the 
landing of the erA staitwell at 
RoosevellRoad. No one has been 
taken into custody in connection 
with this incidem. 
-Compiled by Jeff Danna 
through data provltkd by the 
C/ricago Police Department 
Labetba HaneecliThe 
The area formerly known for Maxwell Street Market near 
Roosevelt Road and Halsted Street-now called University 
Villag&--is being inhabited by the likes of Barbara's Bookstore 
and 7-Eleven. 
pad for trips to Evanston, Ill. 
Others solutions include 
improving access to and identifi-
cation of two of the Chicago 
Transit Authority's Blue Line 
stops- the LaSalle Street station 
and the Clinton Street station, 
which actually sits below the over-
pass of the 1-290 expressway. 
The suggestions are similar to 
those contained within the Near 
South Plan, a multifaceted sketch 
of the needed improvements in the 
quickly changing South Loop. 
Haller also worked on the plan. 
Attarian said the streetscape 
plans are already in place, with 
funding allotted within the next 18 
months. 
As The Chronicle reported April 
12, the city's Department of 
Planning is set to renovate the 
street's dozon crossings, including 
repainting walkway lines and 
reconstructing meridians. 
Middleton said he'd like to see 
push-buttons on the comer that 
enable pedestrians to stop traffic, 
akin to those on Lake Shore Drive 
next to Grant Park. 
Karrie Sommers, Columbia's 
director of marketing and an 
attendee of the meeting, seconded 
Middleton's concern with student 
safety. 
"It's a terrible intersection," she 
said. 
With plan in hand, officials from 
Friends of Downtown said they're 
looking to work with the city to see 
their suggestions become a reality. 
They have no timetable. 
"Some places in fact, Congress 
is a sieve ... allowing people j ust 
go through and in other places it 's 
a boundary," Haller said. "I think 
we can celebrate that." 
As for Megahy, her days of tra-
versing Congress Parkway may be 
over: She's planning to move into 
an apartment next year. 
" I won't cross," Megahy said, 
"unless I know I can make it 
across." 
CrlYB 
Planned park 
• • receives prmse, 
disparagement 
0 Northwest side lot to be devoted to anarchist 
By Jeff Danna 
City Beat E<ilor 
propose that the Chicago Park 
District consider naming one of 
its facilities in honor of more 
Lucy Parsons was a lot of contemporary, independent and 
things: a wife, a mother, a dress- successful women whose cause 
maker. But Chicagoans like to is more widely recognized and 
remember her for her contribu- whose life work has had much 
tions to the city 's labor move- broader impact on our citizen-
men! in the late 19th century, ry," Donahue wrote. 
and the Chicago Park District In the letter, Donahue suggest-
wants to immortal ize her by ed recognizing historical figures 
christening a park in her name. such as Jane Byrne, Chicago's 
Out of the Park District's 500- ftrst female mayor, or astronaut 
plus parks, only 27 are named Mae Jemison, among others. 
after women, and Park District Donahue declined to speak to 
officials said they wanted to The Chronicle about this issue. 
increase that number, said Julian "We did no t identify Lucy 
Green, spokesman for the Parsons because she was the 
Chicago Park District. [wife] of Albert Parsons," Green 
"We did our research. and the said. "She played an independent 
criteria we had was basically, roll in the civil rights movement 
one, we wanted someone from and the movement of women and 
Chicago who impacted the city labor, and she should be recog-
historically; No. 2, we wanted to nized for her work." 
find someone who-for specific On April 14, the Park District 
park areas--either lived in the held a board meeting where citi-
area, worked in the area or did zens could voice their opinions 
something for the community in about the plan for a Lucy 
that area," Green said. Parsons park. Representatives 
It was in 1873 that Lucy Ella from the College of Complexes, 
Gonzalez Parsons moved to a Chicago-based nonprofit group 
Chicago with her labor activist that provides forums for people 
husband, Albert Parsons. The 10 speak their minds on various 
couple soon began organizing issues, attended to show their 
workers and eventually led the support for the issue. 
campaign for an eight-hour Charles Paidock, the college's 
workday. It was this event in program coordinator, said he feels 
I 886 that blossomed into the like he and the College of 
mass strikes-turned-riot- lead- Complexes are connected to 
ing to the deaths of ,..----------, Parsons, because, 
eight Chicago "For every Lucy_ like the college 
Police officers and Parsons, there's 100 0 r g a ni z a t i o n , 
the hanging of we don't know the Parsons stood for 
Albert Parsons- ruunes of." free speech and 
that became known empowerment of 
as the Haymarket -Charles Paidock, the working class. 
Riot. To show the 
"For the specific program coordinator organization's ded-
park in question, fort~ College of ication to the estab-
we found that Lucy Complexes lishment of a Lucy 
Par~ons was a for- Parsons memorial 
mer resident of that park in Chicago, 
area," Green said. "Given her Paidock has set up a website at 
work in the labor movement and http://www.collcgeofcomplcx-
the women ·~ suffrage movement es.homstead.corn/LPP.htrnl and 
and civil right,, we thought that contacted " natural allies," such 
, he wa~ deserving and decided as women's history departments 
to move forward with the de~ig- and schools of labor manage-
nation." menl, to help spread word of the 
Green ~aid blueprints for a issue. 
Lucy Parwns park have yet to he Jle also said a park in memori-
drawn up, but the park's desig- am of Panons would serve as u 
nated location i~ on the northweM symbol for the e ntire luhor 
side at 4712 W. l:lelmunt Ave.. movement aml those who con-
the rc,rmer site or a parking Jot. lributed lfl it. 
The oonsidemtion to name a "We're ruther purtiul to her," 
park after Parsons hu come Puidock sul tl. "Fur every Lucy 
under scrutiny from Chicago ·~ Parsons them Is, there's 100 we 
l'ratc:rnal Order of Pollee. In a don' t know the nurnes or:· 
MMch Ill letter tc, l'urk District Although the College or 
Ct71nrniu lcmer Cindy Mllchell, Complexes is support ing the 
f'(}l' l're\itlent Mark IJunuhuc e~tuhllshmcnt of n Lu~y l'ur8onN 
wrcJ!e he w~• "tll \Hppointed nntl mernurln l purk. Orecn snid the 
di •he~ rtened" lt1 leurn nl>lml the flu rk JJiNtrlct 1 ~ nut workin11 Itt 
I'Mk IJi\lrict'\ plun. cunjuncthm with the nrgnni1,11tion. 
" In her \tend I would humhly 
- ~ - -
Chris Hall, member of Friends of Downtown's board of directors, presents his ideas for improve-
ments along Congress Parkway. Hall is also the project manager for Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, 
the design firm that designed the Sears Tower. 
Co~ Parkway panned~ 
for not meeting city's needs 
0 Chicago residents discuss road's function in development of South Loop 
By Chris Coates streetscape; its buildings are char- the completion of the University 
E<ilor-ii-Chief acterless; and its transit entrances Center of Chicago, a joint venture 
Hala Megahy tries to cross one 
of the most dangerous intersec-
tions in Chicago at least a half-
dozen times every day. 
It's not always easy. 
"I can never cross Congress," 
said Megahy, a sophomore mar-
keting communications major liv-
ing in Columbia's 18 E. Congress 
Parkway Building for the past two 
years. With turning cars, stopped 
buses and blocked taxicabs, the 
congested intersection of Congress 
and South Wabash Avenue sees 
hundreds of pedestrians like 
Megahy and thousands of vehicles 
every day. 
It also sees a handful of near-
miss accidents-Congress 
Parkway at Wabash Avenue is 
ranked in the top 30 of the most 
hazardous intersections in 
Chicago, uccording to the most 
recent data released by the city's 
Department of Transportation. 
Pedestrians heading south nnd 
north on Wnbash Avenue have less 
than 20 seconds to cross the 66-foot 
wide stretch-those who cun't, find 
themselves stranded on a lliUTOW 
cement mcridiun in the middle of 
the six-lane thoroughfnrc. 
Undcmeuth the el trucks. there urc 
no wulk lights and no tum hu1es. 
And while Congress' role us 
highway terminus und pcdcstriun 
wulkwuy ure uppnrent, some South 
Loop residents, bushtcss owners 
und community leaders sny tho 
rundwuy's psychulogl~ul ro le 
pluys 1111 even lnr11cr pnrt. ('rilles 
sny Congress Is u scrmrnllun line 
hot ween Chlcugu's business center 
lllld the roMidcntN or Printers' Ruw. 
They Muy It lucks u doflnln11 
111111
1
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are obscured. between Roosevelt, DePaul 
"For me, it's clearly a dividing University a00 Columbia. When 
point," said Charles Middleton, the 18-story structure is compleleP 
president of Roosevelt University, in August, it will house 2,000 stu-
at an April 2 I meeting of Friends dents on the corner of Congress 
of Downtown. In recent years, the and South State Street. 
nonprofit community group has The sudden increase of stu-
moved to scrutinize the role of dents marks the changing role of 
Congress Parkway on the commu- Congress Parkway-once a 
nity, the area and the city. grand civic gateway turned 
The meeting, inside the expressway terminus turned edu-
Bumham Room of the Hyatt on cational corridor. \ 
Printers' Row at 500 S. Dearborn For South Loop residents, 
St., was the culmination of more Congress is the end of their neigh-
than I 0 months of design for the borhood. Like many of the issues 
"Vision of Congress Parkway," a fac ing residents in the newly 
19-page summary of suggestions rehabbed warehouses of Printers' 
from the community addressing to Row and the condominiums of the 
what's wrong with the current South Loop. the question is how 
Congress Parkway. what was once commercial can 
The event featured a discussion somehow become residential. 
between panelists Dr. Brent Ryan. "This isn' t a typical community 
co-director of the Great Cities nren," said Attarian. who is in 
Program ut the University of charge of the road's streetscape. 
Illinois ut Chicugo; Benet Haller, u "I'm the one who's going to solve 
Finnnciul Plunning Analyst in the these problems." 
city's Planning und Development Those problems, at least Keord· 
Department; Jnnet Attnrinn. ing to those at the meeting, are 
Project Director for the COOT's mounting. 
Strcctscupe Program: und "Congress is a sad and desolate 
Middleton. street." said Ryan, calling 
"Congress is in my life every- Cona ress Pnrkway "a scwor of 
duy," suid Middleton, who hus uutomobiles." He said Conares.\ 
lived in the Snuth Loop sin~ll he Pnrkwny wns n poorly hatched 
wus nnmcd Roosevelt 's president n ~onccpts In the 1909 Phm of 
years ngo. hi~ngo. dcslaned hy Daniel 
With the university slttina n!OIIl!· Bumhnm nnd Edwnrd Bermctt. 
side Congress Parkwny. Middleton The plun- which nlso ftd\oocattd 
snld his muln cnncum wns the snfc- tho crcuti11n of whut wauld eventu· 
ty of his studclllt8 who. like tilly bc\.'\llll\1 Wncker Dri~ 
Columhln'8, hnvc to trnvcrsc the ~~ wllldy interpretttl by city 
six· lnno JIUI'kwny In I!Cllu clos8. ol'l1dnls uml dc~ltlncrs. Olllllll\l 
Nn C'nlmubln ul'l1clnl Wtts on the Mnyor Rlchm\ l M. Duley cited the 
punol. Middleton snld the sll~ ty phm in ht~t ~tr's I.'Oildl'mnatloo llf 
concurn wuulll bc.l umpllfled with Su ContNUt Page 39 
